Waldo County
CATTLE

acquainted
saw

Agricultural Society.

SHOW

AND

FAIR.

twenty-third Annual Exhibition of the
WALDO CO. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
rin

Wu t UK iiki.i, at Belfast, on* Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday', October 4r 11,
a I It AND tint. INTO.

inerting of the Trustees of the Waldo County
Agricultural Society, held in this city, April 1,
i"To, the list of premiums was revised and the folwing Committees were appointed and awards ofred for the present year.
All articles offered for premium or exhibition,
ill he in charge of faithful attendants and protectVt

a

■

ed from

injury.

Copies of the premiums and INis of Committees,
ill be obtained on application to the Secretary.
All vacancies on Committees will be tilled by the
Hoard of Trustees.
The several ( ommittees will award no premium
i, articles or animals, unless
worthy of premium,
and will require of applicants such’ statements ns
re required by law.
>n the second day of the Fair, the reports of the
liffereut Committees, will he read from the stand,
md an auctioneer will he in attendance to sell such
pi les and stock as
may lie offered.
Voted, That the matter of Farmers' Clubs and
Agricultural Lectures be loft to Geo. F„ Brackett,
conform to the act of Hie Board of Agriculture;
.eluding all towns in the County included in the
North Waldo, and Monroe Societies—amount of
ish to be expended not to exceed one-fourth of the
1

•tate
N o

bounty.

gratuity on articles shall exceed one Dollar.
All .stock must have been owned in the county
two y-arh, and all articles manufactured iu the
unity, and all crops must have been raised iu the
county, 'unless otherwise specified.
All uuimnN presented for premium, shall in no
oo („• entered iu more than one class.
(t. K. Bracked. Sec’y.
l.isr in Premiums Offered.
\\ iiBtr—For the best three acres of wheat, not
than one bushel, each, as sample, 1st premium
-. lo.iio: FI, lo.ou. For best two acres, 1st premium,
slo.nu: id. ».">.• kl. For liest one acre, 1st premium,
ft-;.On. For the best specimen
So.no; o,i. j;; o,i;
! wheat exhibited in the sheaf. 1st premium, 82.00;
:, $1 .00.
<
nnpetimrs lor wheat premiums shall notify the
m.
ret.iry, thirty days prior to harvesting the crops,
a
riling, of their intention to compete for the pre•iiiiN and th< ( ommittees shall visit the field ten
.} before har\ esting.
(iHAiN—For tht‘ he-t conducted experiment in
!:.«•. m not h>s than one acre, l^t premium. 82.00;
i. $1.00.
! r the best conducted experiment in Oats, on
•;
le<s than, oiiv a« rc. i-t premium, 82.00; 2d,
l ,0ft.
F<o 1 **'•*• t condu
-1 xperiment in Barley, on not
i<--> than -me a< re, Nt premium, 82.no : 2d, $1.00.
For host conducted experiment in Indian Corn,
>!
noi les«. than on< acre, l>t premium, 8o.0<>; 2d,
y-j 00; :;d. $1.00.
For best
inducted \ pci iment in raising White
B-‘*
not less than one-fourth of an acre, 1st

promised to pay his expenses—'wus not
with the physicians at the hospitalhim there—Howes told me they hail examined
his eyes and discouraged him—have Iiceu in hahit
of using nitrate of silver in such cases—it is a very
common remedy—have used it over 30 years, and
at full strength—it is the host known remedy—first
learned that they attributed the misfortune to me.
when Mrs. Howes called on me.
Cross Examined. Mrs. Howes called on me,
two weeks before suit was begun—shi said “X have
a blind husband at home, and I think you made
him blind, and X thought I would call and see what
you are going to do about it”—I said you are very
kind and considerate, won't you walk in—-die asked
“is that all vou have to say?” and walked away—
think I saw Mr-. Holmes at Howes house—she was
down stairs—Howes was present—he was blind if
it was on the early visits—on the 20th he was blind
in both eyes—it was before I had operated.
Capt. Charles Wording, sworn. Live 121 High
street, near McFarland house—llowcs lived there
in lsfi"—saw him short time before he moved—he
and his wife said he got mortar in eyes—saw him
frequently about the house—his eyes were covered
—he could see a little—went for Doctor Monroe
for Mrs. Howes—before Doctor was called, understood from Mrs, Howes that -lie was afraid that lie
would be blind—they applied to me for wood—I
let them have it—they said they were not able to
move so soon as bad been expected.
Cross Examined. She expressed fears of blindness about two weeks before moving.
Dr. Daniel McRner, of Bangor, sworn, (Examined eyes of Howes) Surgeon 4t> years—given attention to eyes—had much to do with that class oi
disorders—nitrate of silver, applied by brush,
would not produce the result seen in Mr. Howes'
case—effect of lime is a caustic, and severe one—depends on condition—dry lime is severe—slacked
lime not so much so —tears sometimes will work i!
out—others not—some eyes hoar more than other—lime will produce the resuli seen in Howes—no
application will so rapidly destroy brilliancy of eveas lime—uitrah
of silver will not produce opacity
—it removes it—the eyes of Howes show what inflamation they have passed through—nitrate of silwould
ver was the" proper application—nitrate
not produce the result Howes lias des- ritied.
Nitrate of silver, if applied to make a pair of good
eyes blind in two seconds, would not lie proper—if
this application was so in its operation it would not
be proper—there is not power enough in one rapid
application to make a man blind—if that resuli
was reached in two seconds, it was not nitrati—
some application would do it—a red hot iron, or nitrate acid, or sulphuric acid—none but. a madman
would apply them—any medicine applied to well
eyes, to produce such result as Howes described
would affect their sight—some patients make ill or,
ado over operations than other,—there are many
things that would destroy sight—boiling watei
would—phosphorus would—it i- not good practice to put medicine into a well eye to destroy li
or put it into a well eye at all—masons have come
to me with mortar in eye.
—never

Farm, Garden, and Household,

For the best

$1.00.

specimen

of

Upper

For the best Single Carriage
Harness or Cart Harness, $2.00.

or

Sole Leather

Harness,

Double

Carriages. Wagons, Carts, &o.—For the best
Family Carriage,for one or.two horses, sleigh, covered wagon, open wagon, farm cart, or farm wheel
barrow, gratuity.
.Tellies, Preserves,Pickles and Ketchup—For the
best collection and best specimen of each, made of
articles of domestic growth, SO cents each.

New Inventions—For any new invention of decided superiority and usefulness, gratuity.
Honey—For the best specimen, $1.00;2d, SO cts.
For largest quantity raised by one man, $1.30.

Fruit.—For the best collection of ft-uit, including Grapes, Pears, Apples and Plums, $2.00; 2d,

$1.00.

For
For
For
For
2d, 30
For
cts.
For
For

the best collection of Pears, $1.00.
the best dish of Pears, 30 cts.
the best dish of Apples, 00 cts.
the best bushel of autumnal Apples, $1.00:
cts.
the best collection of Grapes. $1.00; 2.1,30

the best dish of Grapes, 30 cts.
the best Boquet of Autumn Flowers, 1st premium, $1.00; 2d, 30 ts.

RETURN OF THE DOVE.
waste of waters,
tideless sea,
Which is not life, which is not
lint death is life to me.

Only
Only

a
a

death,

Only the years on-coining

Rolling their silent waves
Over the bygone trouble,
Over Life’s hidden graves.

^

Only a drear out-looking
For a hope that is long delayed,
And a weariful prayer for patience,
And a wish that may not be prayed.
What am I ever watching?
"What can 1 ever see?—
Only a dove that is coming
From a far-off land to me.

Only

a branch it Is bringing,
Which tells of a clearer day,
And bears me a promise of peace and life,
When the waters have passed away.

SOME ONE IN

THE ROOM.

BY FANNY CROLY.

Elijah Croly, my husband, was owner and
of a
Trotting Horses.—For the best trotter, live captain
coasting vessel, doing a good
years old, mile heats, best t! in 3, $20.00 ; 2d $10.00; trade; and we occupied an old-fashioned and
somewhat dreary house at Stepney. Elijah
3d, $5.00.
For the best trotter, four years old, mile heats liked the
place more than I did, and it was
best 2 in 3, $10.00; 2d, $5.00.
on his account that we stayed there so long.
For the best trotter, three years old and under,
1 thought it could make very little difference
one-half mile heats, best 2 in ,1, $5.00: 2d, $3.00.
Sweepstakes—For best trotter (i years old or up- to him where we lived, for he was at home
ward, raised and owned in the county, mile heats only two or three weeks out ol every ten. I
3 in 5, 1st premium $40.00; 2d, 25.00; 3d, 10.00.
was often aloue two months at a time; and
Sweepstakes of liberal amount will be given by
it was sometin e.s.
the Society on the third day of the fair to be com- lonely enough
“Get some one whom you like to stay with
peted for by all horses wherever owned or raised;
three or more to enter and two to make the race.
you, my dear,” the captain said, when I told
him one day how unpleasant I felt to be alone
Committees for the Fair of 1870.
Wheat—Geo. Woods, .1. M. Saverv, Wales I,. so much. “Get any one you please, and liefore long I hope 1 shall be able to stay at
Miller.
Grain Crops—F. W. Shepard, Jason Hills, James home with
you myself.”
Bicknell.
I took his advice, and after some inquiry I
Fat Cattle—.1. I). Tucker, M. F. Carter, M. W.
found
a woman who I thought would suit me.
Frost.
Hulls, <lows and Heifers—F. W. Seavey, Howard Her name was Emily Sands, and she was a
Murphy, Edward A. Gross.
pleasant-faced woman of about forty. She
Working Oxen and Steers—X. Kolersou, J. P. told me that she had been left a widow, with
Mahoney,, Thos. Storer.
no means, and had since earned her
living
Town" Teams and Farm Stock—Joseph Ellis,
by needle-work; and although I had intend! Elisha Carter, Harrison Taber.
Swine, Sheep and Fowl—Elijah Morrill, Joseph ed that the woman who came every morning
Jewett, Joel Prescott.
to do my housework should still come, I
Fruit—E. A. Pitcher, Stephen Bicknell, S. S. found
Emily so handy and so willing that I
Heagan.
soon discontinued the services of the other.
&e.—
Daniel
Daniel
Dairy,
Honey,
Haraden,
premium, $2.00; 2d, $1.00.
She was so amiable and so vivacious, that I
(’laimnnts for premiums on grain crops are re- Fauuce, Hiram Chase.
Horses, except Trotting—Joseph Park, Simeon was satisfied that I had done the best that I
: uired to« xliibit a sample of the same at the Annual
Josiah
Mitchell.
air accompanied !>y a statement of the manner of Gilley,
could do in the matter.
Trotting horses for County Purses—W. C. Marusing, and showing also the net profits of the pro“I hope so,” he said, doubtfully.
shall, I’. 8. Nickerson, II. N. Lancaster.
duction.
“And don’t you think so ?” I asked.
Domestic Manufactures—A. D. Chase, Mrs. D.
U<*«>1 CTi ri'ui:—For the best conducted experi- A. Murphy, Miss Eliza Pitcher.
“Weil, no,” ne replied.
«nt in -:ii<ing Potatoes. 1st premium, $2.00; ‘id.
“Now, I’d like to know why, Elijah. I)o
*l.no.
D. L. PITCHER. President
see anything wrong about her ?”
you
F-»r l»esy conducted experiment in raising Beets,
“I can’t say that I do; I presume it is only
! 1"1; (.’al ots, $1.00; Cabbages, $1.00; J.tuta
Baga,
a notion ; but I have in some was conceived
si.00. Samples of not less than one busliel to
HOWARD MURPIIY,
}
a kind of distrust of her face.
I can’t ex-cnted at the Annual Fair,
,1. W. SAVARY,
L„„
l'ic'-e erops must he raised on not less than one,1LI'Uosit, and you had better not be prejudiced
plain
HARRISON
HAYFORD,
|
••■ghtli of an acre of land, and the quantity ascerJASON HILLS.
by it”
I
tained as follows: Car**is 05 lbs.. Beets 00. Uuta
“You may be very sure I shall not,” I reG. K. BRACKETT,
Baga 00, Turnips 50.
Potatoei—For the best collection of Potatoes, not
joined, “if it has no more foundation than
Secretary & Treasurer.
css than :
this.”
peck to each variety $1.00: id, 50 et>.
Mi competitor^ for premiums on Boot Culture
And this was all that was said between us
From the Boston Traveller.
id splashes, are required to make statements of j
on the subject.
I was too well acquainted
dl experiments in writing.
CURIOSITIES
SWINDLING.
with the captain’s sudden whims to attach
JDF
\ i5«i-1 ABLr.s—Squashes—For tin best conducted
Business is business. Business men who much importance to this one.
The captain remained at home this time
experiment in raising Autumnal and Winter pay ;t strict attention to business
generally
plash, at least one-half dozen to be exhibited, succeed. The red
two weeks.
On the morning that he
barely
of
the
Sheriff
has
no
flag
50
els.
$1.00; id,
left to take his vessel for another trip, just
fears
for
the
attentive
business
man.
BusiPumpkins—1st ]ircmium $1.00; 2d, 50 cts.
(«arden
Vegetables—For best collection and ness men have their streaks of magnanimity after he had taken up his hat to go, he called
iriety of Garden Vegetables, regard being had to and parsimony. The business man who re- me into the chamber and shut the door.
as
well a> quality exhibited. 1st premium vels in
quantity
“Here is something, Fanny,” he said, “that
printers’ ink is made happy; the
$15.00; id, $2.0; lid, $1.0u.
man of business who don’t advertise, don’t I want you to keep safely for me till I come
Anim W.s.— 1 at « attic—For the best pair of beef know how to do business successfully.
j back.” And he took a paper package from
< v n tab -ned within the
County, regard being had
Legitimate business is always to be honor- his breast-pocket as he spoke. “There are
'■
th*1. manner of feeding and flic expense thereof.
ed, but men who deliberately swindle, who ten fifty-pound notes in it—five hundred
$-*. »0; iM, $2.00.
I will lock it up here in this
do
not give a quid pro quo, and operate in pounds in all.
Beef c.»w—1st prvmium. $2.00; id. $1.0o.
the dark, with L’ncle Sam’s circumlocution bureau-drawer, and give you the key.” And
Bull-- -i t the best bull, not Jess than two year
did
so.
“No one would think of coming
otlice to assist them in their nefarious busi- he
id. $5.00; id, $i.00O.
For the best yearling bull, $2.00; 2d, $1.00.
ness, deserve exposure, if not prosecution. here for money.”
F »r the best bull calf, $1.00.
“Do you think you had better leave it here,
A new phase of swindling has just come
Milch Cow-—For best milch cow, not less than
to light, and a quiet young man who does Elijah?” I asked.
“Why not put it in theI
three years old, $11.00; id, $2.00.
not live a thousand miles from Federal street bank?”
For best stock cow, $51.00; id, $2.00.
“I meant to; but I shall not have time.
For best heifer in milk, not more than three years is numbered among the victims of the new
The money was only paid me last night.
Id. $2.00; id, $l no.
device to raise the wind.
For .best two \ car old heifer. $2.00: id, $l.oo,
New York city is prolific in swindles, and 15ut no matter, the money will be safe where
For hot yearling heifer, $i.on.
stretching out from it, in all directions, are it is, and there will be no danger about it;
For best heifer calf, $1.00.
if you don’t think so, you may deposit it
Working Oxen—For the best pair of draft oxen, invisible wires which communicate with the or,
s
10; id. $i.00, to he tested as to their discipline, pockets of greenhorns who are
yourself.”
everlastingly
both on the cart and drag
My husband took little thought of possibilbelieving that they can get a good deal of a
For best pair of working oxen, five rear- old,
ities, and I presume that he never once
for almost nothing.
good
tiling
id.
$2.00.
$11.00;
About a month ago, a young man in town thought ot the money from the time he left
F r best pair working own, lour year- old, $2.00;
received a letter from “John W. Ames, Im- the house until he returned. As for myself,
id. $1.00
For best team <>f four oxen, owned by any one
porter of Diamonds and Fine Gold Watches, I was not so easily satislied, I had heard
man, $ I.Oo; 2d, $3.0u.
No. 084 Broadway, New York. Factory at enough of house plunderings and outrages
*‘r t!i'- bc.-t! am, n<»t le-s than
eight yoke, owned
Switzerland.” The letter was not a of that, kind to make me afraid to keep this
Geneva,
n
ne town, $s.oo id, $M*n.
\<> town to preinsent w t< ams
lithograph, but had all the ear marks of a large amount with me. My uneasiness
Sl*1*-rs—For the best pair three years old steers genuine business letter, with the name and creased as the day wore on ; and about three
and under four, broken to yoke. $2dH); 2d, $1.00.
business of the firm printed in real mercan- o’clock the same afternoon, I took the money
F*»r the best pair two years old steers and under
and went to the bank, determined to deposit
tile style. The letter read as follows:
and
three,
broken to yoke. $2.00; 2d. $1.00.
it. The bank was closed ; all the banks were
For the best pair one year old steers, $2.00; 2d,
New York, Feb. 20, 1870.
“Sir—Messrs. Read & Co., the managers of the closed, for it was Saturday.
$1.00* alves—For the
I took the package home again, replaced
best pair of steer calves, $2.00; Riverside Enterprise that was inaugurated in
id, $1.00.
Philadelphia, in 1807, had a drawing of unclaimed it in the bureau-drawer, locked it, placed the
in
this
in
F r tile boy under fourteen years of
1808.
that
In
city
prizes
drawing your
in my pocket, and resolved that I would
age, who
bad exhibit the best trained yoke of steers under ticket. No. GT>,GG3, drew a solid gold Geneva watch key
Emily called
and a gold chain, together valued at $200. which not worry any more about it.
two years old, 82.00; id. $1.00.
me to tea in a little while, and though not
1- arm Stock—For the best Farm Stock,
consisting amount Read & Co., paid to us with instructions to
t oxen, steers, cow-,
heifers, horses, colts, quality send you the watch and chain ns soon as the $10 hungry, I went into the dining-room and sat
md number being taken into consideration, $10.00; percentage was received. We have written to you with her while she drank her tea, and
laughseveral times in reference to the matter, and oil’acid. $5.00.
ed and chatted in her vivacious way.
Horses—For the best, pair fancy matched horses, count of your long delay in answering, we were
and
The evenings were rather long,
last month compelled to pay $3 taxes on the watch
Emily
s.d.oO; 2 1, $2.00.
For the b.*-i family carriage hor-e, $2.00; 2d, and chain. The fifteen cents is for paper, postage, and I sat together in the dining-room after
etc.
$1.00.
the table was cleared, she reading aloud and
“We wish to close our account with Read & Co.,
For the b. -t work or farm horse, $2.00; 2nd. 1.00
I listening, as was our custom. When the
For the ocst Stallion owned in tie county $1.00; bv tlte 20th of March, so if you will let us know by
what express to send you the watch and chain, we clock struck ten she laid down her book; and
2d. $3.00.
For the best breeding man w ith foal bv her side, will do so, and you wili call at the express office I took my lamp, and bidding her good night,
and pay the S13.13 charges, to receive the watch went up to mv room.
$3.00; 2d. $2.00; 3d, $1.00.
For the best mare or gelding colt, four years old, and chain.
“Very respectfully,
My chamber occupied the whole front of
Jon’s W. Ames.”
$2.00; id, $1.00. Three years old, $2.00; 2d, 1.00.
the second story, and Emily had a back room
me year old colt, $2.00; id. $1.0o.
I no person to whom this lotter was sent
upon the same floor. A bell-wire ran from
For the best stallion, three years old, $3.00; 2d,
wrote in reply that he was not aware that
.'hi
Two years old, $2.00; 2d, 1.00.
my room to hers, so that I could summon
John W. Antes had any watch and chain be- her at
pleasure.
Swine—For host hour, not loss Ilian six months longing to hint, but as he was always ready
I placed the lamp upon the bureau, shaded
■ i|.I,
$2 00; till, 1.00.
to get everything that belonged to him, the
it, and returned and locked the door. Then
tortile best breeding sow, with pigs, $8.00; 2d,
young man told John W. Ames to send the I drew my easy chair to the middle of the
■J.OO.
room, put on my slippers, and sat down for
Sheep—For the host Hook of Sheep, not less than property by Adam’s Express.
The watch and chain were duly sent to the a few minutes before
ten in number, $0.00; 2d. 2.00;
[.00.
retiring. And immediFor host flock of lambs, not less than ten in numman
of
and
the
letBoston,
young
following
ately 1 became vexed at myself to find that I
ber, $0.00; 2d, 2.00.
ter was received by mail.
was looking at the drawer that held the
For best rum, $2.00; 2d, 1.00.
New York, March 24, 1870.
Five Fowls—For best lot of
money, and that I was feeling in my pocket
(terse, $1,00;
Mr.-, Your order was received this to see that the
turkeys, $1.00; Five Fowls, $1.00; 2d, 5(1 ets.;
key was safe. I felt no alarm;
ltest variety, $1.00.
day, and in accordance witti vour request we for- I had almost cured
myself of my uneasiness;
ward your gold watch and chain by Adam’s Exit seemed as if that money, and the danDull y—For best specimen of butter, not less than press, <J. O. I). $13.15, amount due upon them, but
fifteen pounds, $.".00; 2d. 2.00; .‘Id, 1.00. Knelt lot j The watch is a patent lever, with gold hunting ger of its custody, would obtrude upon me.
presented for premium most be numbered but not ! rases, and warrant it to he a perfect time keeper. In the impatience of the moment I turned my
marked; any public ot known mark must be com- Any respectable jeweller will inform you as soon chair half-round, and looked toward the oppletely concealed, nor must the competitor be pre- as lie examines it, and witli the chain they are fully posite wall. The shade that I
wortli $200.
placed over
sent at the examination.
Very respectfully,
the lamp confined its rays within a small cir•‘John AY. Ames.’’
l or the best specimen of
chops?, not less than
“Enclosed please find express receipt.”
lifleen iiounds,
cle, beyond which the bed, the furniture, the
$2.00; 2d. 1.00.
Bread—hor the best loaf of wheat and Indian
The young man who now probably put on carpet and the wall paper were obscure. In
bread ol two or four pounds, hi)
ets.; 2d, 2b ets.
airs at the idea of sporting a $200 gold watch, the corner, to the right of the door, was an
For ‘be best lo;d of wheat bread, of two to four
in almost breathless haste to the antique, high-backed chair, a favorite piece
bn
repaired
ets.; 2d. 2.b ets.
pound-,
Express Co. and producing the receipt of the of furniture. As I turned my own chair
Domkstii MI M1 Aert itK.s.—Fnnev
from the bureau, my eyes rested on this obarticles, in- company received in exchange lor the sum
ludmg needle work, crotchet work,' shell work, of $1:1.15 the coveted
and congrat- ject ; and I saw by the same glance that a
property,
millinery, drawing, painting ,ve.: also articles' ulated himself that the article had
got along human figure was sitting in it!
wrought by children under I.’ years of age, exhibiI could not at first make out whether it
Upon opening the package he
ting superior ingenuity and industry. For such on time.
arlieles in this department as may be wortliv, a iound a gold looking case, marked ‘chronom- was a man or a woman ; I only became conpremium or gratuity, at the discretion of the com- eter,’ but when he opened it he was not scious, as I sat in bewildering, dumb terror,
mittee.
tickled at the sight which assaulted his aston- that I was confronted by a stranger there in
For the best specimen of patching, 50 ets.
ished vision.
that semi-darkness—by some one who had
For 1 lie best specimen of darning, .bo ets.
lie found lie had become the
For best specimen of Cotton and Woolen Cloth,
happy posses- hidden in the room for some object; and
Mixed, of any description, not less than ten yards sor ol a patent (brass) marine watch, made what that object was I well knew. No perin i[uantit.v a premium $2.00; 2d. SO ets.
in London, valued by the bushel at $5 each. son who has never been placed in such a terFor the best specimen Woolen Blankets, $1.00.
The thought then burst upon the
the sickyoung man rifying situation as that can describe
For the best specimen of Woolen Hose, SO ets.:
that this sort of a watch was devised for ening feeling which for a moment takes pos2d, 25 ets.
Indignant and disappointed, he session of the heart; and I only say for myFor the lu st specimen Woolen half Hose, 50 ets.; ‘marines.’
2d, 25 ets.
proceeded to the office of Major Jones lot self that I sat motionless for a time—1 knew
For tin be-l specimen Cotton Hose, 50 ets.; 2d, relief—but there was none for him in this not how long—thinking of my helpless situ25 ets.
It is unnecessary to add that “John ation. There I was, locked up in a room
case.
For the best specimen Cotton half
Hose, 50 ets.; W. Ames” is a myth,"although the original alone with a ruffian, waiting, trembling, and
ets.
2d. 25
the watch for greenhorns.
expecting to hear him speak, or to become
tortile best specimen Worsted Hose, 50 ets. ; is on
the object of some violence. For although,
2d. 25 els.
An Illinois girl ol twenty has had bad bid as I have said, I could not distinguish whethFor the best specimen Knitting Yarn, not less
than one pound 50 ets.; 2d, 25 els.
with husbands.. Iler first was frozen tc er it was man or woman, I did not doubt
For the best specimen Fleece Wool, $1.00; 2d, 5(1
death, and the two others drank so hard thai that it was the former, and one the most desels.
she was obliged to get divorced from them
perate of his kind. And presently, as my
For the best specimen Double .Miltins, 25 ets.
eyes fell to the floor, I saw a great pair of
For the best Rag Rug. manufactured within the
This is said to be the style of invitation! boots thrust out upon the carpet, within the
year, $1.00; 2d, 50 ets.
For the best Rtig (’arpet, $1.00; 2d, 50 ets.
now used to woo young men in ways the eni
radius of the light.
For the best Patch (^uilt. $1.00; 2d, 50 ets.
whereof is matrimony:
I do not know how long wc sat there in the
Horse and Ox Shoes—For the best specimen
“Come over and see me, wc have a nev semi-darkness of the room, facing each other,
$1.00.
wo can turn down
but motionless and silent; it might have been
For the best exhibition of Thick Boots, ('alf Skir lamp at our house, that
Boots, Thin Boots, other tlmn calf skin, Kip Skin down, until there is scarcely a bit of light ii three minutes or thirty. The thought ol
I.allies’ Boots, Ladies’ Walking shops, Ac.. $2.00 the room.”
alarming Emily suddenly occurred to me,
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and T reached out for the bell-cord. It should
have been within easy reach of the spot
where I sat; but my hand failed to find it.
A low chuckle came from the occupant of
the old chair.
“That was a clever thought of you,missus,”
came forth in a deep, rough voice, and in a
“Clever thought,
tone of easy insolence.
maim; but bless your simple soul, do you
think I was a going to leave that ’ere cord
there for you to make a noise with ? Not by
no means.
It’s well to be careful when
you’re in this kind of business, marm ; and so
when you left me alone here before dark—I
then being under the bed, you see—I crawled out and took a survey of the place.”
My strength was returing; I became reassured as I saw that the man intended no
violence to myself.
“What do you want ?” I asked.
He chuckled again, and replied, “Now
that’s good ; you're a business woman, marm;
you come right to the point, without any
nonsense.
I’m going to tell you what I
want.”
lie rose from the chair as he spoke, and
crossed the room to the bureau, passing so
close to me that his boots brushed the skirts
of my dress.
I shuddered, and drew my
chair back—I could p-A help betraying my
fear.
“Be quiet, marm,” he said.
“I don’t
mean to hurt you, if I can help it.
Keep
still and 1 won’t. Let’s have a look each
other.”
He removed the shade, and looked at me
for full half a minute, as I sat in the glare of
the lamp. He was a largo, brawny fellow,
full six feet high, and dressed in an old suit
of fustian cloth. His face was entirely concealed by a crape mask; not a feature of it
could I see, from his neck to the crown of
his head. He leaned one arm upon the bureau, and regarded me attentively,
“You don’t know me,” he remarked, in an
ordinary tone. “No, of course not; it’s best
for you that you shouldn’t. I thought at first
there was something familiar in your face;
but I fancy I was mistaken. Well, to busiAnd he assumed a sharp
ness, marm.”
tone, and looked carefully at the bureau.
“I’ve got a pistol here, missus”—and he
slapped his pocket; “but you’re too sensible
a woman, I take it, to make me use it on you.
I want that money. There’s five hundred
pounds of it in this drawer; you have the
key—give it to me!”
i nanaea it to mm without a wont.

"I'll leave you now a minute, missus,” he
said, rapidly inserting the key, turning it, and
opening the drawer, “with many thanks for

your good behavior. Is this it ?”
lie took out the package, and held it up.
“This is the money,” I said.
“She might deceive me, after all,” I heard
him mutter; and thrusting his forefinger into the end of the envelope, he ripped it open,
and pulled the end of the notes out into sight.
“Yes, here it is. Now—”
He had thrust the package into his pocket,
and was about to close the drawer, when his
attention was caught by something within it.
He started, and thrust his hand into the
drawer, and taking out an object that I was
well acquainted with, he bent over and scrutinized it, holding it closer to the lamp. How
I did wish that I could see the expression of
his face at that moment! He field in his
hand an ivory miniature of my husband’s
face, a faithful picture, made by an artist
years before, at my request.
“Whose face is this?” the robber demanded, in a voice that trembled with eagerness.
“My husband’s,” I replied.
“Your husband’s?
Yes, yes—but his
name ?”

“Elijah Croly.”
“Captain Croly ?”

he demanded in the

same

tone.

“Yes.”
“The same who commanded the barque
Calvert, that used to run out of Liverpool ?”
I nodded my head. I knew that this vessel
was the last one that my husband had sailed
on the ocean before he bought his own coaster; in fact, it was the same in which T came
to

England.

“And this is Captain Croly’s money ?—this
is his house?—you are his wife?” he asked,
rapidly, giving me no time to answer his
questions. “Yes, yes—I see it all. Croat
God! to think what I was just about to do !”
He dropped into the nearest chair, apparently faint with emotion; but while I sat in
deej) surprise at the unexpected turn that this
affair had taken, he said, “You have no reason to fear now; I will not rob you; 1 will
not harm you.
Only don’t make a noise.
Please open the door, and you will find Jane
—your woman, l mean—waiting in the pas-

sage.”

I obeyed ; I did not know what else to do.
I unlocked and opened the door ; and there,
to my astonishment, stood Emily Sands, arrayed in her bonnet and shawl, with a bundle in her hand—waiting, I have no doubt,
for a signal from within. She started upon
seeing me; but the man immediately called
to her by the name of Jane, telling her to
come in.
she passed by me as she did so; and!
whispered, “Oh, how could you betray me?”
She manifested no shame or sorrow, though
I know she must have heard the whispered
words; her face was hard and unwomanly,
and its expression was sullen. And I could
not doubt that she had played the spy upon
my husband and myself, and had betrayed
us to this man.
“I’ve very few words to say to you, ma’am,”
said the man ; and all the boldness and insolence had gone out of his voice, lea\ ing it
gentle and sorrowful. “Just a few words to
ask you to forgive us for what we meant to
do, and to tell you what has happened to
change my mind so suddenly, and why we
can’t rob you, as we meant to do."
He took the package from his pocket with
the words, and tossed it into my lap..
“That money belongs to the man that I
love and honor more than any other on earth.
I’m a hard customer, ma’am; we live by
dark ways and doings. Jane and I; and I
wouldn’t have believed, when she let me in
here to-day and hid me, that I could leave
the house without that money; but if I’d
known whom it belonged to, I’d sooner have
held out my right hand to bo cut off than
come here as I have, and for what I came.
I used to bo a sailor, and I was with Captain
Croly in the Calvert. He was the very kindest and best master that ever handled a
speaking-trumpet, aid there wasn’t a man
aboard the barque but loved him. One night
off Hatteras all hands were sent aloft to reef
in a heavy gale; and when they came down
again I was missing. ‘Where is he ?’ the
captain asked; but none of them knew.
They hadn’t noticed me since we all sprang
into the shrouds together. ‘Overboard, I’m
afraid!’ said the mate; and the men all
seemed fearful that I was lost. The captain
hailed me through his speaking-trumpet;
and there came back a faint, despairing cry,
only just heard above the piping of the storm.
Captain Croly never ordered any one else
up; he cast off his coat, threw dowm his
trumpet, and went aloft before any one could
get ahead of him. lie found me hanging
with one elbow over the foreyard, and just
ready to fall from weakness and pain, for my
other arm was twisted out of joint at the elbow by a turn of the ropes. He caught me
and held me there till help came from below,
and then they carried me down. It was
Captain Croly who saved me from a gravt
in the sea; and I would have robbed him to
night! Forgive us, madam, if you can. Wi
will leave you in peace. Come, Jane!”
The two passed out of my chamber, ant
from the house, leaving me like one in ;
_

dream. The woman I never saw again, and
I have little hope that she ever reformed.
She was one of the crafty, hypocritical kind,
whose hearts are entirely bad, and who generally come to bad ends. But I am very
hopeful that the man entered upon a new life
after this occurrence. He made no promises,
not even an intimation that he meant to do
so; but I have faith to think that the heart
that could treasure up a debt of gratitude,
and stay the execution of a crime, as in this
case, will turn to virtuous ways.
“Well,” said Elijah, in his joking way.
when he came home next after this eventful
night, “you’ve not been murdered for that
money, I see. Where’s Emily ? Has she run
oft' with it ?”
I handed him the package, merely remarking that the woman had unexpectedly left me,
for reasons best known to herself. This was
all the conversation that I had with him on
the subject; he never knew what I have now
been telling.
Perhaps I did wrong; but I
was always reluctant to tell him about it, and
he died before I could make up my mind.
But I never had any other secret from Elijah;
and I believe I never had an adventure that
made such an impression upon me as this did.
SUPREME
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Dickerson, .T. ruEsinivci.
Joseph li. Howes vs Nahum P Monroe. The
trial of this case began on Thursday afternoon.
This is an action to recover compensation for damages alleged to have been caused by the malpractice
of the defendant, who is a practicing physician and
surgeon. Plaintiff was a laboring man. it is alin the writ that in May. 1SGT, Howes got
some lime in one of his eyes, which caused sore-

leged

ness—that Dr. Monroe, a few days subsequently,
while professionally attending Mrs. Howes, was
asked to look at the eye—that the doctor applied to
both eyes a burning and destructive preparation,
which destroyed the sight, and that the plaintiff
has not seen from that hour, and is now totally and

hopelessly deprived of sight.
A. G. Jewett appeared for plaintiff,

and F. S.

Nickerson tor defence.
Charles Palmer, of Belfast, one of the Jurors,
informed the Court that he had formed an opinion
in the case, and desired to he excused. He was

accordingly excused,

and George O. Bailey, supernumerary, called to ttie place.
Mr. Jewett made the opening of the case, read
the writ, and stated what was e.vpecLed lubepiothe part of the plaintiff.
The plaintiff in the ease was led into court by his
wife, and groped his way, by aid of a cane, to the

ven on

witness stand.
At the conclusion of Mr. Jewett's

opening,

the

court adjourned until Friday morning.
Friday’s Proceedings.
Mariaiu A. Ilowes, sworn. Wife of plaintiff.
Lived in Belfast 25 years; been married 30 years;
have raised family of children; my husband always
a healthy man; always temperate; laboring man.
in out door work; was 20 years a stage driver and
agent; eyes never failed hint during the time; up to
time of getting the mortar In them liiS eyes were
well; got mortar in right eye only; lived at that
time in McFarland house; at. the time he was at
work in our present house; we were moving at the
time; Dr. Monroe was calling to see me after the
mortar was got in: I was sick and sent for him: he
had visited me the day before; I was very sick indeed for a short time; asked him to look and see if
there was anything in Mr. Howes’s eye; Mr. Howes
had said he thought there was something in it;
no one was in the room with us when I said this;
after getting mortar in he was able to work every
day; wore a handkerchief over it; it was <i or 8
days after that Dr. M. saw him; he had worked
every day; I had examined eye: saw nothing; other
eye was perfectly well; he made no complaint of
other eye; the eye was w-ashm! in warm water

daily; those n or K days he was moving tilings and
preparing house; he had a team, and drove it; drove
daily to pasture, half a mile; one day lie had
sick-headache, and ahoy drove cow hirst had knowledge of Dr. Monroe’s application, by Sirs. Holmes
telling me of it;' when he came up stairs he was
moaning; it was three hours afterwards; my aunt
cow

Holmes was there attending me; Mr. Howes was
led up stairs to a room adjoining mine; could hear
him groaning at every breath: was able in two or
three days to go to him; went to door of his room
on second day; he was then in distress; continued
to groan up to that time, both night and day; was
not able to stav much with him before Doctor came
again; he made an application in my presence; it
was two
or three days after; inquired of Mrs.
Holmes what had happened below; saw Dr. make apin
plication room up stairs; the Dr. took a brush
and put something in his eyes, brushing each way:
he did it quick as it could be done; my husband was
in a chair, with head thrown back; Dr. Monroe
asked “how do your eyes feel V" Mr. Howes said
“they feel very bad; I havn't seen a might since;
what did you put in them?” the Dr. said nothing:
Mr. II. complained of suffering up to that time; the
Dr. did not notify him of repeating it, or me: 1 had
no knowledge of his intention to do so; Mrs. Winslow B. Holmes was present at second application;
it produced screaming and moaning from Sir. II.
immediately; the Dr. said “can't you stand it?”
Sir. II. said “no.” the Dr. said “get a'bowl of water
and let him put his face in and wash off some ofit,”
water was brought, and he put his face in it; the
Dr. was present; he gave uo other directions: the
suffering lasted nearly two weeks; and abated by
degrees; lirst night he was insane and knew no one:
he was up all night; I was with lnm; Miss Holmes
a young woman, was in the house, below stairs, at
second application; my husband has not seen since;
he is totally blind, as to seeing any object whatever; the Dr. came a third time a few davs after;
he saul then that he could do nothin" to make him
I fear if Ido anythin" more your
see; lie said
friends will say that I have made you blind
asked the Dr. if lie could do anythin" to make my
husband see; he said "No—nothin";” lie cave me
no
explanation or reason why lie eould'nt see;
told the Dr. that my husband eould’nt see: Dr.
made no inquiry about pain, nor about my treatment of eyes; he gave no directions, save to wash
in warm water, or milk and water: Dr. recommended him to go to hospital in Boston ; it was !> or ID
months afterwards; said he would assist and care
for him; after that he notified that he should not
help; it was the night before lie left; we received
no aid from him, but got it elsewhere ; he was gone
0 days; had a sou in Boston, a man grown; I did
not go; called upon the Dr. before the suit was began to learn if he would make redress; lie said
“You are very kind—very polite indeed;” asked if
he had nothing more to say; my husband lias been
able to tell night from day; the eye that had mortar
in is most perfect; Dr. said that one looked the
best; this was 8 or 10 months after applications;
left eye never received any injury except from
brush ; it was two or three weeks before husband
could be moved to new house; he suffered extreme
pain for a week—not so much afterwards; I>r.
never told me what was put in the eyes; I don't
know except by hearsay: we have no means of
living except liv our labor; our childrei reside
away; my husband is about f>8 years old.
Cross Examined. Reside in a house supposed to
be our own; lived there two and a half years;
moved from Dr. Monroe's house to that one; we
bought it of Dr. Monroe; first concluded that Dr.
had destroyed the eyes after a year or more; up to
that time didn’t know what had done it; up to that
time had not always declared that eyes were injured by lime; could not tell what was the matter:
concluded Dr. had injured eyes because was told
what was put in; it was nitrate of silver; then for
first time concluded that Dr. had destroyed the
eyes; previously when inquired of I couldn't tell;
invariably made that answer; was aware of the
lime all the while; never said lime caused blindness;
moved to new house June 10th; called the Doctor
to see me In May; about middle of month; examined
eye that morning before Dr. came; it looked a little
red.
Joseph B. Howes, plaintiff, testified, on the first
application made bv the Dr. he asked me to sit
down, hold up my head and open my eyes, which
1 did; he held my head, and put something in each
eye; it was taken from a small vial; it was done
quick; he didn’t tell me what he was was going to
do; had no expectation of anything of the kind; I
made no request to have anything done; became
down stairs; he said the first thing “sitdown, hold
up vour head, and open your eyes”; he said notlithing else; I said nothing; it gave severe pain all
day and night; it felt like fire-coals when put in;
made me scream and moan; have seen no object
from that minute to this; up to that time had been
well, and kept about my work; drove cart, drove
cow to pasture three-fourths of a mile, &e.; couldn't
go for cow after application; she laid in pasture;
up to that time one of my eyes was as well as ever;
I was working over mortar and got a spatter in my
eye; it made it smart and sore; on windy or rainy
days I bandaged it; saw the Dr. during that time;
he asked me about eye; said he would have taken
it out if I hail come to his office; told him 1 was
busy and couldn't attend toil; he "never told me
what was put in; the pain of first application lasted
all day and night: it was very severe: couldn't eat

sleep; Mrs. Holmes was present at first application ; she took hohl of me afterwards and led me
to a sofa; I couldn’t see—my sight was gone; water was In-ought, and I put liiy face in it; after first
24 hours burning pain abated some; the Dr. called
and made second application; he said "how do your
eyes feel”; told him they felt bad—aud said “what
did you put in?”; he immediately again put in
something that almost took ray life; lie' said “can’t
you stand it? if not send for water and wash some
of it off.” which was done; the second application
was most severe; eye that mortar was in is now
the best, if there is any difference; the other one
was perfectly well, and had been; same severe—
of suffering in both eyes afterwards; the Dr. called
a third time after I was moved to new
house; he
then asked if I could see any; I said cant vou make
me see?—lie said “you have so many friends
here,
I am afraid they will say I have made you blind”:
the morning of first application had been picking
up things to move; had no difficulty in seeing out
of mortared eye; sight was as good as ever in the
world; alter second application, it was three weeks
before I got rid of pain as near as I can tell; was insane from pain; can now see night from day; for
three months couldn’t tell that; when told Dr. I was
blind,he said nothing; nor when I asked what could
be done; said nothing about further visits; has
made no application since; I went to Boston; it
was next spring; Dr. Monroe did not help me; he
promised to, blit did not: my son took mo to hospital ; 24 hours after, Dr. Monroe came there; my
son went for him; no one questioned me there during first hours; Dr. M. said he would be at hospital
as soon as I was; when he came I knew it
by his
voice; heard other voices, several others; they
at
looked
eyes, said they could do nothing; beard
Dr. 51. say nothing to them; they talked in low
voices, and I couldn’t understand; heard no inquiry or explanation how it happened; one of them
said my eyes had been badly treated; was there 3
or four days; 1 have been in out-door business,
stage driving, &c.; here and on Kennebec; alwi ys
been healthy and temperate; never drank.a pint "of
liquor, or used tobacco; have had good eves; was
a veterinary surgeon, doctored cattle and horses;
kept a truck team and riding wagon, sled, harnesses
&c.; had valuable horses—have now no means of
living, nor has my wife—have no children able to
support me—am 50 years old—practiced doctoring
cattle for 2b years; know of nothing to contribute
to make me blind except the application and the
spattering of mortar—Dr. M. had not been mj
family physician—I did not call him on that occasion
—knew he was in the house—didn't know he was
to touch my eye—had no intention of calling any
physician—the'eye was almost well.
Cross Examined. Commenced stage-driving at
age of 15 ; drove mostly^days; never was educated
as
veterinary surgeon; have been hostler; have
not treated all horse diseases; have treated cattle,
horses, &c., but never human beings; went to
Boston about a year after first injury; did not there
explain my difficulty; told them of mortar; told
them something that felt like fire-coals had been
put in. [1’laintitf was led in front of jury, who examined Ins eyes. They have a cloudy film, of gray
color, over the pupil.] Dr. Monroe went on same
boat with me; had no examination by Surgeons
before Dr. 5Ionroe came; my son did the talking;
l smu uormng to any one: next itav there was an
examination; Dr. Jeffries made it; he asked me
about them: told him about mortar; I said no
more; Dr. J. said he could do nothing to help me;
described to him the pain of Dr. Monroe's application ; after being blind, persons inquired of me
about my eyes; told them I didn't know what
ailed them; it was a year before T found out
about nitrate of silver; didn't tell them it was in
consequence of lime; nor by erysipelas; said I
didn't know but dust of mercury from hay got in;
never said Doctor put eyes out, prior to going to
Boston; said I didn't know; told several so; never
told anyone it was inconsequence of the lime;
treated eyes with warm water washes.
Direct resumed. Know no more than has been
stated about cause of blindness; the hay 1 was
hauling was dry hay, in which 1 suspected mercury; was looking for cause of trouble; know
notiiing about nitrate of silver; don't recollect Dr.
M. ever told me I had erysipelas: never was susceptible to the poison of the mercury plant.
Mrs. Window B. Holmes testified that she was
present at the application to plaintiff's eyes, substantially as related by plaintiff; and that Howes
had been about his work as usual up *o that time
Cross Examined. Am aunt to Mrs. Howes.
Miss I.ucy Holmes, testified that she came to
Howes’ the day her mother left; stayed two weeks;
Howes suffered a great deal at first, was out of his
head, didn't know any one, moaned, lamented,
and walked the room; he could not see—it was a
week before he came to his meals—then he was led
down—afterwards he did not sutler «o much, but
was blind—nave seen him
frequently from that
time to this, and he has boon just the same.
Howard Murphy sworn.
Saw Howes after he
got mortar in his eye. before the Doctor’s application—told me that lie had got mortar in his eye—
next saw him at his house—he was walking floor
and taking on—lie complained of his eves, that lie
had stuff in them which pained him—I stayed but
few minutes.
At this point the pill, closed his testimony,reservor

lmreci resumed.
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it would run out—one eye sympathizes with the
other very strongly, and migiit he destroyed 1'nun
sympathy—the passing of brush over eye would improper—have applied nitrate ot silver in -tick—
never knew or heard of an eye destroyed by it.
Dr. Thomas Frye, of Rockland, "swon’t.
Vm
physician and surgeon, in practice -l years—have
treated the eye—heard Dr. Monroe’s testimony—
his treatment of Howes was proper—have n>ed
nitrate of silver—never knew it to inflict injury—
the result in Howes could not have possibly been
produced by nitrate of silver—lime is very destructive to eyes—it irritates them chemically, second ii
irritates mechanically—producing inflammation—it
would smart, burn, and on reaching deeper tissues
would affect the head—it might make a person insane—the symptoms given by Howes would lie expected—taking his statement, such result is impossible—lime would cause diffusive inflammation, nitrate produces a little white coating by combination
with albumen,which stops the spread of intlum illation
—should expect from strong application a tilm, that
would in time come off—have applied the stick
nitrate totheeye—in granulation I would destroy
by nitrate of silver or sulphate of copper—there ino known substance that will produce the effect apparent in this man’s eyes.
Dr.A. F. Rage, Bueksport, sworn. Am physician
of 10 years practice—have applied ni[and surgeon,
[trateof silver to eyes—it would not produce such
result as I see ill Howes—have not the slightest
doubt about it—heard plantin'"s testimony—no such
result could be produced by nitrate—lime would
produce it—in one eye might destroy both—there
is no known substance that, applied as plaintiff
testified, would produce such result as he claims.
Cross Ex. Have never seen pair of eyes put out
by application of any substance to them instantan-

eously.

I)r. Calvin Senvcv, Bangor, sworn. Rraetieed
medicine off years—have treated eyes—nitrate ot
silver, in certain conditions, is a common and
proper remedy—ease of Howes, as described, by
Dr. Monroe was properly treated—application ot
nitrate, as described, eoual not have produced the
result seen in Howes—no substance applied in that
manner, could have produced that result—lime in
the eye, might have produced it—getting it in one
eye might destroy both.
SATURDAY’S PlHJCKKDINtls.

Henry S. Darker, sworn. Live in Belfast—a.
quaintell with Howes—h- lias worked for lie adrivci and hostler;—saw him alter be was blind—
Called because 1 beard lie was in trouble—Mrs. 11.
said, in presence of Howes, that lie got lime in bieyes, they were inflamed, and lie got cold in them
while driving liis cow on a wet day—nothing said
of injury by medical treatment.
Ella S. Reeves, sworn. Know Howes; in 1st;lived near Ilowes, and was frequently in hi- bouse,
be told me that he got lime in bis eyes and got cold :
when he went to bed he could see well, and
ing the right to introduce two other witnesses who that
was blind in the morning.
were not then present in Court.
Defence ottered the testimony of three witnesses
to whose eyes nitrate of silver had been applied, to
TESTIMONY FOU DEFENCE.
its harmless .less. Objected to and excluded.
prove
The defence was opened by Gen. F. S. Nickerson
Live ill Belfast; been
Dr. David R. Flanders.
who stated at length the grounds of defence.
a homeopathic physician and surgeon 11 years; use
Bradford Wormwood -worn. Know Howes; was nitrate of silver in practice: have soon Howes; u as
present when lie got lime in his eye—was from ltith called by Mrs. Ilowes. after be lost bis sight;
to lStli of May, IStlT—his eye looked red and in- [witness here examined
plaintiff's eves];—in ease
llamed—my hoy drove bis eo’w on Sunday, the 19th of granulation I apply nitrate of silver; it would
—it was said Howes was unable to go out—lived in not produce the effect apparent in Howe-.
house with Howes at time.
Cross Examined. Did not tell plaintilf that I
Cross Examined. Been mason 19 years—mortar thought the eyes had been badly treated; leave no
was colil that Howes was carrying—Howes told recollection of saying that 1 thought ease had been
me he got it in—told him not to roll it—it was Sun- badly treated; never said two grains of nitrate to
day boy drove cow—frequently got mortar in my ounce of water would be inadmissible; nor that in
eyt—very 'common occurrence—1 wipe eye anil no case would it be admissible in acute inllamation
put on cold water—carriers frequently get it in— —in ease it was used strong onsugli to produce
employed fifty different men in the 19 years—never great agony, should think it too strong—it might
knew one to be made blind or seriously injured— produce blindness—couldn't say it would certainly
smart lasts half an hour—the sand is the worst— produce it—Mrs. Howes told me that Dr. Pendlelime gets out first—sand gets out itself in time—I ton said if he had been guilty of such practice t,.■
use a cold water
couldn’t sleet) nights.
bandage.
I. E. Collins, sworn. Lived in Belfast 20 years—
I>r. L. W. Cetnileton, sworn. Am pny-iecin ;iu.l
in May. 1S07, lived in same house with Howes— surgeon ill Belfast—nitrate of silver i- proper Ireatsaw him on the 23d, he was coming out ot his
ment in diseases of eyes—it would not lie injurious .-tdoor—he walked towards barn putting out his applied by Dr. Monroe. [Witness examine.I phtiuhands—when he got to it, he walked by side of titf's eyes.]
Nitrate of silver, as testified, would
burn, touching it with his hands—lie had’ bandage not produce that effect—have Used pure crystal niover uotn eyes—lie said he hud lime in eye, ami
trate in application to eyes, in granulation and
wiped it out with eiotli—he said he could see light, ulceration of cornea—it has henetitted the eyes.
hut no objects—he walked along by lmrn to corner, ]
Cross Examined. Studied with Dr. Monroe—
and turned into privy—lie told me had poulticed was three years and over with him—did not exhis eyes—nothing said about physician—nor about press opinion that ease had been improperly treated.
erysipelas.
Axel Flayford, sworn.
Howes told me he got
Dr. Ilopkins, sworn, l’liysician and surgeon at
lime in his eyes.
Searsport—in practice la years—hav e used nil rat.
AdoniramJ. Iloward.sworn. Talked with Howes with benefit—it is proper in granulation—[examiu
about his eyes, within 4 weeks—lie told me Dr. ed eyes of Mr.
nitrate of silver solution
Monroe applied nitrate of silver.
could not have produced that effect.
Andrew J. Jackson, blind man, sworn. Live in
,T. (r. Cook, sworn. Live in Belfast, in tradeSearsmont; am blind—can see light, but no persons know Howes and wife—talked with Mrs. II. about
—have had lime in my eye—it was 8 years ago, it the case, two years ago—she said he got lime in
was whitewash—it was'warm—had "been mixed eyes.
two or three hours—it was in right, eye—then got
Dr. B. J. Jeffries, sworn. Live in Boston; am
cold in mv eye, in It or 4 days—in a week 1 was Physician and Surgeon; educated in B isPm, at
blind—had no physician up to loss ot sight—eves Cambridge, in London. Pari-and Vienna: am ocpained me badly, discharged matter, and felt as eulist at Mass. Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary ;
though they had coals of tire in them—it lasted 48 also at Carney Hospital, at South Boston; lecturer
hours—never had injury of left eye—the eve that on eve at Harvard Hniversily—[examines plaintiffs
had no lime is now worst—[witness was taken to eves']—am familiar with injuries by linn—they are
of ti classes, either dry, or mixed with water, or
jury, for examination of his eyes.]
Beni. A. Ford, blind man, sworn. Stuck a fork mixed as mortar—if dry it produces a hum—it
in my right eye. and lost the sight of it—[counsel mixed will run—if as mortar it spread- still more,
proposed to show that the sight of the other eye and is more dangerous, because it hums over largwas lost by sympathetic intlamation.
Kxeluded by er surface—nitrate of silver as applied to eye-, will
produce inflamation, and we use it to counteract
Dr. X. 1’. Monroe, defendant, sworn. Am phy- another one—use it because it makes an inliaunuiou
sician and surgeon—diploma from Castleton Med- that tends to heal.in place of one that does not tend to—
ical College arUl Albany Medical College—practiced it is local in effect; lime produccsintlamation which
110
years in Belfast—am President Maine Medical tends to go on, if not arrested—it goes deep intotb■Society—member of National Medical Society— tissues—it is one of the most dangerous injuries \\
know plaintiff—-on 23d of May, 1807, was sent for have to treat—[Dr. J. here drew on a blackboard a
to see Mrs. Howes, who had colie— on 26th visited diagram of the eyes, and bung up other drawings,
her again—she asked me to see Howes eyes, ns showing the eyes, nerves ,te„ and delivered an inthey were bad—he was below, and l went to him— teresting lecture on optics.] Sympathiv affection
he held up his head, and I saw his eyes were full of spreads
from one
very
eye P> tile other
matter—told him to wash them, which he did— readily—a diseased eye is often removed to-ave Brr told him after looking again that I feared his eyes other—the operation of lime and the resulting inwere disorganized, and that I was afraid he would
flemation is to make a permanent film over the eye.
lose them—the inflammation was severe, and the which cannot bo removed, and produces hliudnes-—
iris protruding—there was inflammation of white nitrate of silver as certified to by either Mr. Howeof eye, giving it the appearance of being raised or Dr. Monroe could not have produced tIn- result
above the pupil—I turneddown lid and found gran- seen in plaintiff's eves—it is utterly impossibl,
ulation or pimples—lie complained of pain— the pus lime in the eve could have produced it—1 have seen
or matter was thick and
purulent—found upper lid such a result—the treatment of Dr. Monroe vvain same condition—directed bath of poppy tea—he proper—1 should have used the stick nitrate directtold me he got lime in. got cold, and had erysipelas ly to the lid, which is much stronger—have so use.I
—lie thought lie could cure himself—on 30th had it with good effects—saw Howes at tile imsp tal in
message to go to him specially—he was not im- Boston, Tuesday, April 7th, ISfis, between it and It
proved— eyes were worse—he wanted to know if I o'clock—examined the case, lie told me lie had met
could take ‘off film—told him the intlamation might with injnrv from lime, that his eyes were inflamed—
be checked—that applications would make it smart he could see light, nothing mort—had never seen
—said he wouldn't mmd it—I have here the brushes Dr. Monroe up to that tine—it vvti- my ease at hosused—I brushed with nitrate solution with one pital—no other person made examination or prebrush, and quickly followed with another brush scription—plaintiff' said nothing about, improper
filled with water—it took no longer than to tell it— treatment—talked with Dr. .Monroe afterwards
nitrate of silver always produces smart—June 4th I about the case, at the Institution—[conversation
was called again and made application—tie knew, objected
to]—been present during trial—heard
as I told him, what was to be done—told them he
about acids, &e.—acids would have destroyed the
should have attention oftonor—they told me to take brush at once—they are applied by glass’ rod—
charge of the case—1 went on the fitli—he was never heard of their application to eyes—have had
much better—on the 10th so much better that he nitrate of silver in my own eyes—the brushes
moved to the other place—on the 12th and 13th saw shown to me have not been used in substance that
him again—he was still improving—the very first would destroy eyes—know of no substance that
time 1 saw him he was preparing the house—told would produce the effect seen in Howes's eyes.
him to lie careful of his eye—he said he knew how
Cross Examined. Came to Belfast last Wednesto take care of it—saw him often during fall and day—stopped at Dr. Monroe's house, been there
winter—in March, 1868. he wanted me to operate since—came into court Thursday afternoon—sat
to remove film; I told him he had better go to Bos- within the bar—have sat outside part of tinn—noton, where thev make a business of oceulist opera- body requested me to sit there—i preferred to sit
tions—he saiil t had rather you should do it— 1 said there: it wns more comfortable—nobody requested
if 1 attempt it you may be disappointed, and accuse me—I swear it—I was not invited to sit inside.
me of spoiling your eyes—he went to Boston—I
Mrs. C’lins. Wording, sworn. Know Howes and
1 told him 1 was going South and would see him there wife—in spring of IktiT saw Howes about witli

llowesj

it, and its remainin';
inuidaged eyes—talked with Mrs. Howes—she said tlie
actual efVect
film over them—she said he could
move it himself, or get Dr. Monroe to do it.
Defence here announced their evidence all in.
Kvidexck for Plaintiff Rrsumeil

there

was

re-

N. Worthing, sworn. Live in Belfast—
have worked (> years at making lime in Thomaston
■•(ten go! unslaeked lime in my eyes, wash it out
•i end of days work wth vinegar—have got very
little mortar in my eyes—new lime affects me most
—never received serious harm at the lime kilns,
iniv knew of one—one of my eyes was destroyed by
their
aeeident nn railroad—know* masons and
tender-—know no one whose eyes were hurt by
lime.
( i'ii" F.xamincd. Always
apply vinegar at once;
never waited 17 days.
Mi-. Holmes, re-culled.
Heard Dr. Monroe's
0 -tiimm>—was the woman in room that he testified to—lie did not odIci* bowl of water before application—none was used until afterwards—nothing
aid about pus. or matter, or blindness—[Mrs. H
1- stitied to application
substantially as Howes testified] r.imp to llowes house night before application—11 owes helped me out of carriage—application made about !> o'clock—Howes took tea the
\ening before.—I saw no blindness—he took
bn-akfast. next morning—had no bandage on—he
ought in wood and water that morning.
Mr-. Howe-, re-called. My husband came to my
i.itiin on morning of application, and I examined
look at it and see if
,i
cvi— lie asked me to
invfhing was in it—there was no matter in it—lie
a ad not been blind up To that time—heard Dr. Mon-ay he was sent for to visit Mr. Howes—he was
.mi -a nt for—1 had no one to send—Dr. Pendleton
.id to me that if ho had done such a thing he
uiildift sloop—I sont Dr. Flanders to Mr. Jewett—
1
111 him perhaps wo should have a suit—he said
i.* ovo- had been treated badly—no recollection of
lliii.:' Mr. Parker as testitied—know of no cold
Liken.
Howe-, plif. re-called, and testified principally
oiitradietion of Dr. Monroe.
Win-low P.. Holmes, sworn.
Live in Swanville
*\\ b'-n I brought my wife to the house of Howes,
caiiio amt helped her out—morning of the same
:.i\
Howe- went with me to the other house and
in
all' from barn—I did not get out—he got
He calf and tied hi- legs.
I’i.e plaintiff here announced testimony all in.
I
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otirt

adjourned

to

Monday.

arguments were made on Monday morning,
.Nickerson and Mr. Jewett, occupying about
fn the afternoon Judge
hi hour an I a half each,
Di.-ker.-on delivered his charge, which is conceded
The

<..*n.

all hand- to have been of great ability and entire
impartiality. Tin* following is a report, furnished
io ii
by tin* otlicial s’enographer, Mr. Pulsifer—
1.1 mlfmkn or tii f Jury:
The plaintiff alleges in

..ii

writ (baton the lath of May, 1807, he was at work
soin«- mortar, iDd a spatter ol it was thrown into
i- *'\i■, met that in consequence of that, his eye was
Ou'htly injured; that subsequently to that, on the 23d
Oav, or thereabouts, of Mav, the defendant having been
.died to visit the plaintiff, was requested by the wife,
without tin solicitation of the plaintiff, to call upon her
husband and examine his eye, and that at that time, or
rnmedinti ly subsequent to that time, the defendant did
i! 1 up.ui the plaintiff to examine his eye, and repeated
hi- calls, and that he treated his eye so experimentally,
n skill oily, negligently and recklessly, that he has en.rely lost the sight of his eye, and tliat in consequence
d this maltreatment of his eye by the defendant, the
piuintitt claims inai ne is entitled to recover uamages,
nin? the amount on the writ at the sum ot $‘40,000.
Ector* calling your attention to the testimony in the
.i-.'. it i-i
[.roiier that you should understand the nature
ihe contract into which the physician or surgeon
ii
iwhen lie treats a patient, and it i9 substantially
fh'- In engages that he possesses that degree of knowlige and skill in his profession that Is ordinarily posssed by educated meu in his profession of the 6ame
.M.tco or country where he practices; and secondly, he
leMges that in the application of that knowledge and
ill to particular cases, he will also evince that degree
i-aiv, diligence and attention that is ordinarily exerfd by the same class of professional men.
Farther, that in the treatment of cases, he will give
p itient his best judgment. He does not engage to
1'ect the immediate cure of the patient, or the restora<n of the limb affected, nor is the fact of his promising
<rdinary care or not, or exercising ordinary care or not,
impendent upon the result ot his treatment, lie is not
-poimWde lot an error in judgment, provided he excr:o p in
the case that degree of judgment and kind ot
!:scr< iion which men in his profession ordinarily exer*
.se in such cases.
ihrsear** substantially the principles of law which
ern, in this case so far as it relates to the defendant.
it there are obligations also devolving upon the plain:ii, the patient, lie is required to follow the directions
the surgeon or physician called to treat him, and If he
•i s
n..t, and In consequence of this disobedience the
oispase is aggravated, or the injury rendered more coni:mated, the physician is not responsible. He must bear
> le- I *ss himself.
gentlemen, apply these principles of law so far
they are applicable to the facts of the case. 1 do not
"pose to recapitulate all the testimony, or any cond'-rable portion of it. It is of such a character, has
-en so clearly stated to you by the witnesses themselves,
ml elaborately commented
upon by the counsel upon
li
one side and the other, that you can hardly fail to
member the material facts testified to by all the witse.-.
It is your duty to arrive at the truth in this
the testimony, examine it, compare it,
<-<■, to
".alyse it, and weigh it, and deduce from it such a rent as to your judgment shall be true and
legitimate.
A lid in order to arrive at the truth, it may be proper
r you 1o inquire In the first place as to the nature of
H.v article wliicli entered into the
eye in the first init was lime, mortar.
ianee.
What result, from the
•
ffimoiiy lu the case, would you expect might or would
lollow trotn tin- introduction c.< such an article into the
vi*.
Wh.-it is the testimony in regard to the effect of
iortar upon one's ision when applied to It'( Is it of a
destructive nature, necessarily, ordinarily, or probably
What is the inference to be derived from
-uu u-ually .'
>ln- testimony introduced by the plaintiff and the defendant in regard to the effect, the positive, direct effect of
lime upon the eye r I mean the effect which the wit>-es them-elves have experienced upon their own
persons as contradistinguished from that testified to by
vports. Examine the testimony then coming from the
,vii nesses who have experienced the effects of the
itionof mortar upon the eye. And consider the tune
.1 had been in the eye prior to the defendant’s visit to the
plaintiff, and then consider what would probably be the
midition ot the eye a* that time. Then consider farther
tin testimony introduced by the
as they are
•died, men who testified not "from the Knowledge arising
com tlie effects ol the
of lime or mortar uplheir own persons, but from the knowledge which
■hey lutve ol the science of medicine and of the effect
in
ha\ e seen it have upon others. And do you get
• 11> light from those witnesses in
regard to what was the
nulition of that eye at the time the defendant visited
i!.« plaintiff’
Was the eye at that time slightly injured,
illumed or excited, or was it very seriously inilamed,
disorganized—a part ot it protruding from the other
i• -rt— tilled with mutt- r, and most horrible to look at.
il"\\ was that'
1 lien what oilier circumstances are therein the evl:• lie**, tending to show in what condition the
eye was
•ben the defendant called '< If there are
conany
idei them,
has
been
introduced
Testimony
here, in
-gard to statements made by the wife, subsequently, on
"T il occasions. In regard to the nature of the
injury
originally, and tin manner in which it had been uggra
ded by exposure to the wet. Consider the testimony ol
lie witnesses to that point.
Mr. Parker, Mrs. Keeves.
-u.li other wit lies.*-as there arc, if there are any to
i.e effect that tin plaintiff’s wife had said on several oc
ions, substantiallv, that her husband got a spattering
: lime iu liis eye, that lie
exposed himself to the wet.
md.thut aggravated the disease, inilamed his eyes, and
or ought them into the condition in which
they were.
\\
ire you satisiied that she made these declarations,
oid if you are, what effect ought they to have? She does
i.-collect to have said so; she does not recollect that he
i..l specially, as she says, take cold; that his
eyes were
i•■■eiully inilamed, if this exposure took place. These
it nesses on the
undertake to repeat her statecontrary
in* uts in
regard to it. She herself testifies that she did
''•■quest the Doctor when he was there visiting her, tc
.11 upon her husband. Mrs. Holmes also testifies that
>“ wore a bandage over his
eyes when he went out doors
; ut in the house usually took it
off; that she was there a
..uy or two ; three days in all; that before the Dr. came
diliieulty with the plaintiff’s eyes was of so slight a
minu ter that their condition did not attract his atten.on, that she did not look at his eyes. That Is her testi.i
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iii'n iiimior gentlemen, consider tlie
testimony with
,/<ar<l lo It is eyes, tin* condition of his eyes with respect
his ability to see at tlie time the defendant wfas called
i"it the plaint Ilf. (.’all to your mind the
testimony ot
Wrs. Howes, Mrs. Holmes, and Mr. Holmes,
upon that
‘hject, and sec whether or not on the day that the first
.•piilie.ition was made, whether it was on the 20th of May,
i.r the
With, what the condition of his vision was from
iitestimony. Yon have heard what he did, as they
Mr. Holmes and Mrs. Holmes on the morning that
application was made, and the night before, and for
Then on the other hand, you have heard
iiys before.
’'.e testimony of Mr. Collins, who claims to have seen
mu
to this visit of Dr. Monroe, on the .‘{d of
May,
it doors, in a condition such as
you would expect of a
1,1:111 somewhat affected with blindness would
be, should
undertake to move about. Then there is the testimony of l)r. Mon oe, as to the condition of the eyes
when he lirst saw hem. lie says that when ho first saw
hem, on the 2Gth, he has no recollection of making any
I plication to them, but at that time they were very
much inflamed, granulation, as he termed it, had com*
.ill-need, and there was an appearance of a film over the
ye. at th it time, that they were somewhat disorganized,
jnd he was fearful that the plaintiff would lose his eyesight entirely; that upon extending his hand in front ol
•he yes of the plaintiff, that he declared to him that he
oald not see. How was that? Certain it is that the Dr.
td n >t the control ol the
tongue, or the vision of the
plaintiff. He could not from Ins own knowledge, except
from the appearance of the eye, determine whether the
nun could see or not; his information must have been
derived, most ot it, not from the appearance of the eye,
out lrom the declaration of the
patient. Did lie interrogate the patient upon that point; did he receive from the
patient that answer? If the plaintiff answered him that
h»- could not see, why then the Dr’s statement should
"ot operate against him, even it the
plaintiff could see at
ih? time.
Ho must judge from tlie appearance of the
eye
It, and from the declaration of the party himself.
< l"*
plaintiff declares that lie had no difficulty in seeing
:«i that time, and so do the other witnesses and attend.ids about the house.
How was that V What was the
mdition of his
eyes at the time the defendant was called
; o t rent them ?
Was he blind or not ?
In looking over the
testimony to which I have called
...nr attention,
especially the testimony ol the experts,
,ou will see whether or not tfiey agree in regard to the
nature of the article that was
Injected into the plaintiff’s
..
It i> suggested that there is a
discrepancy in the
t*
tnnony in the opinions of Dr, Mcltuer and Dr. Jefti ies.
Dr. Meitner states that
lime is more Injurious
dry
ih..n mort ar. Dr. Jeffries states the
reverse, that mortar
more injurious to the
eye than lime in irs dry state
mi-lacked. It is suggested, and that is a matter for
you
to take into consideration, that if these doctors
disagree
with regard to the effect of the
article, then you should
take that into consideration and make such an allowance
hi regard to their
as you think that would relire and authorize at your hands. Dr. Jeffries
goes more
billy into the nature of lime and mortar, and he says
ihat mortar is more diffusive, expansive than
that
lime;
it distributes itself over a larger surface of the
eye than
lime wou Id, and therefore gets up a more extended in*
munition. Dr. McKuer substantially gives the opposite
reason, if he gives any; you will recollect about that,
that the lime itself is more intense, and the effect
be more severe when applied than the effect produced
by the application of mortar.
So, gentlemen, consider what the injury to the eye
was, and how long that Injury hid existed when the
defendant was called. What would be the probable effect upou the eye of tl e introduction ot that article Into
»
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so

long

a

time ?

What

acquainted with the defendant. It is perhaps highly
that lie may be your family physician, as he is
mine. But he and the plaintiff, I trust both have contidcncc in you and me, that we will try this case according
to the law and the evidence, without any regard whatever to any consideration outside of these.
I trust that
I have endeavored to do if, and I know that you will
do it. It is a case of great importance to both of these
parties, and I have no doubt, from the attention you
have [given this case, that it has been the earnest desire
of every one of you, to do in this case just what the law,
and the evidence in the case require. Look it over carefully, attentively, and return such a verdict as you think
the law, and the evidence, and the oaths you have taken,
require at your hands.
After being out three hours, the jury found and
sealed up a verdict for the defendant. There will
be

was

probable

which had been produced upon the eye
by the introduction of mortar at the time the Dr. called V
Satisfy yourselves as best you can with regard to the
j true
condition of the eye at the time the application,
whatever it was, was made by the defendant,
i Some suggestion has been made, that a special messenger or message was sent to call the l)r. the third
time he saw the eyes, and testimony has been introduced tending to show that no message was sent. Whether
that is material or not perhaps is a question for you to
determine. But you will judge, gentlemen, from the
condition of the eye as represented by both parties after

the first application, whether or not the message would
or would not be likely to be sent by the plaintiff, or his
friends to the defendant, to visit the plaintiff, or whether
or not if the defendant had found the eyes of the plaintiff
in that condition on the 30th day of May, and had made
the application of his medicine, he would not have felt bo no application for a new trial.
it his duty to call as soon as the fourth of June, without
an invitation or with cue ; whether he went with or
! whether he went without the messenger, hedid.lt seems
The Jury on the Elliot case were out *24 hours,
I according to his testimony, visit the plaintiff, and make
able to agree. They came in twice,
I an application of some substance to the eye, both on the without
! 30th of May and on the 1th of June.
and reported no agreement
and twice
I Now, when he was called to prescribe for the plaintiff,
with admonitions
! what are the requirements of law in regard to lus duty ? were sent back by the
I He was bound to exercise that degree of knowledge and that a verdict should be rendered if one were
posor
! skill in that case, ordinarily possessed by
sible. On
in for the third time
were
Surgeons, in good standing in this vicinity. Did he do so V
: He says he did; the plaintiff says that he treated it so exstood ten in favor of a verdict for
! perimentally, unskilfully, negligently, and recklessly,
! that from that moment henceforth, he has been deprived Elliot to two for the defence.
of his sight; a terrible charge to bring against a physiand
Hamlin, the burglar, was tried on
jcian; and a terrible calamity to fall upon the patient. convicted. Not
yet sentenced.
Your inquiry would
Who is right upon that point
I naturally be, what was done
Having satisfied yourself
I with regard to the true condition of the eye, or eyes,
when the doctor was called, your inquiry will be; what
did the doctor do? What applications did he make?
! Was it such an application as a surgeon or physician of
! ordinary skill would liave made, under like circumstancos? If it was, whatever may have been the consequon
ces; an improved condition of the eye; or an aggravation
of the difficulty; the doctor would have been absolved
MAY .r>, 1870.
from all liability; he is not responsible lor the result, provided he does his duty, such as I have described to you
that it was. The burden is upon the plaintiff to satisfy
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
you by a balance of testimony, that the treatment was
—BY—
improper, unusual, unauthorized by good practice. And
what is the evidence?
H.
It is said on the part of tlie plaintiff, that the defendant
is met here by a most significant and as the plaintiff
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
claims a most conclusive fact, that the effect of the mediSubscription Tkrms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
cine, whatever it was, was to make the plaintiff blind within the
year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the year,
forever, and that therefore yon should be very slow to
$3.00.
conclude, that that was good practice. Now it the plainAnvkktisin*i Tkrms. For one square, (one inch ol
tiff was blind when the Dr. called, this theory of the
length in column.) $1.25 for three weeks, amt 25 cents
plaintiff would hardly be applicable, thence the impor for
each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
tance in this case, that you should ascertain as well as
charged as a lull oue.
vou can, what the true condition of his eye was when the
Dr. was called; did the application ot the medicine proAdministrators, Exkci tors and Guardians dc
duce the effect, whatever it was, that is now apparent
their advertisements published in tin* Journal,
upon the plaintiff’s eyes ? That it caused the most intense siring
will
please so state to the Court,
suffering, mentally and physicially speaking, to the
have
or
can
hardly
any
question;
perhaps
you
plaintiff,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
that this suffering, it not caused by that, certainly immediately followed the application of the medicines, and it changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper
is for you to judge, whether it was occasioned by the ap- has been sent as well as to which it is to go.
plication of the medicine or not. How was that ? Did
the plaintiff agonize and suffer, was lie deprived of his
M. Pkttrnmi.i. & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
sleep, and his reason, ot his sleep on the first occasion, and 37 Park Row, New York,are our authorized Agents
aud of ills reason on the second occasion, after admini- for procuring subscriptions and
forwarding advertisestration ot the medicine by the Dr.? How was that? ments.
You have the testimony corning from himself, and his
4®“S. R„ Nilf.s, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
wife, and the little girl, and perhaps Mrs. Holmes, cer- Boston, Is authorized to receive advertisements for this
tainly in reference to the lirst application, sec how that paper.
was! What was the actual effect produced by the medi#5r“T. O. Evans, 10(5 Washington Street, is an authorcine? Then consider further, what was the medicine ized
agent ot this paper.
which was applied. It is said here on the part of the de49~Geo. I*. Rowki.l & Co., 4u Park Row, New York,
fendant, that this is a very strange procedure on the will receive adverlisements for this paper, at the lowest
part of the plaintiff, that the tirst notice that he overbad, rates. Their orders will always' receive promt attenthat he was suspected ot having failed in the discharge tion.
of his duty to this patient, came from the plaintiff’s wife,
4M“1IorAck Dodd, 121, Washing Street, Boston, is
when she called to demand reparation in a hurry, and to an authorized
Agent for the Journal.
threaten him with a suit, some year and a half or two
years afterwards, and that it is apparent from other testimony, as the defendant says, that the idea of prosecuDecisions.
i ting this claim is a mere after thought. How was that ?
If it was, gentlemem a mere after thought, is it strange
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
that it should not be discovered before. But it is lor you post ollice—whether directed to his name or another’s,
to discover how it was.
or whether he lias subscribed or not—is responsible tor
it is sam that no complaint was maae at isoston oy the the payment.
2. It a person orders his
plaintiff, that lie then stated that In got mortar in his
paper discontinued, he must
eyes, and that it was inflamed, and that he had lost his : pay all arrearages, or the
may continue to send
sight. No accusation was made against the attending it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
You have the testimony here of ; whether the paper is taken from the ofliceor not.
or surgeon.
Mrs.’Ilowes herself in regard to the matter. Whether
The courts have decided that refusing to take newsthese are of any account or not, is lor you alone to deter- papers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing
mine, and whether if she made a statement, it was made and leaving them uncalled for, is prima jacio evidence
| understandinglv, or otherwise, it is lor you to determine, of intentional iraud.
I and whether if made understandinglv, this plaintiff is to
!
he predjudieed by her declaration, and whether, further,
Subscribers are re<jdestcd to take notice of the date on
it made understandinglv, it should be conclusive as the colored slips attached to the
paper, it is the only
against the right of the plaintiff to maintain t his action ; I form of receipt now used. For instance, la
May 08,
whether the tact that she did not charge, and the plaintiff means that the
subscription is paid to that date. Nt'hen
did not charge, this defendant with malpractice, untii a new
is made, the date will be immediately
payment
that time, should be regarded as important, or not, is for
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
you to determine exclusively, li there was malpractice, with every paper, Mibseribers in arrears are
requested
as a matter of fact, from the proof before yon, though to
forward the sums due.
they did not discover it at all, till within a year after43~ln sending money, state TlfK POST !)! I'K.'I to
wards, then this defendant would be liable.
which the paper is sent.Jfjt
It is proper lor you to consider the testimony of Mrs.
Ilowes. She says, on cross examination, that she lirst
concluded that Dr. Monroe had destroyed his eyes about
PHYSICIANS AND THEIR PATItN IS.
one
year after the operation. Up to that time, she says,
I didn’t know what it was ; 1 did not up to that time, say
it was lime. After a year I was told what was put into
We
eonsiiV-rable space with a rethem. Question; What did they say had been put into
of too case
tried in our
Answer; nitrate of silver. My
vour husband's eyes
husband at one time did get lime Into his eyes ; but that
in which a man
and
did not occur to me as the cause of his
blind.
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That Is all of her testimony—or the substantial part of it
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ecssful practice, bocial standing, honorable
consideration—all would have been imperilled by a verdict of condemnation in this case.
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GENERALITIES.
apt. Daniel McMillan died suddenly near Portland, and murder by poison is -u<pccted. Th<
<

ease

aeee|ited—and

health,

he

gotten up

was

regardless

has

ot

suddenly

become

disgusted

with

is

beiug investigated.

A Florida alligator post mortem revealed several
buttons, marbles, and a top, in his stomach, and
neighboring family think- it know where its miing little boy went to.
a,

The steamer Lowi-ton i- now making two trip*
week.
An

that Monday, May 2d, b<
“Restoration D.av,” when ('very on.

exchange suggest-

observed

as

who has borrowed books is
them to the proper owners.

s-im shall return

j*bs»

The arch of the new Metropolitan Railway under
the northern end of BlaekfriarV Bridge, London,
gave way, Friday. Twelve men were buried in
the ruins. They were all taken out alive, hut
severely, it not fatally, injured. Two have sine,
died.
Fort Sumter i- to be rebuilt.
this city, who unites to personal athead ! beautiful hair, not long since, in
expectation that tin* hair would fall nil* on account
of sickness, bad it cut oil; and sent it to a hairdieter to be arranged for wearing.
When tin
hair-dresser returned it. lie offered thirty dollar
for the “switches," but the lady declined the otter.
The husband of this woman ha- a treasure** in Inwife. [Lewiston .Journal.
A

lady

tractions

of

a

<

Among those injured at the Richmond ••ulainiU
Ifon. Lucius 11. < handler, formerly of thi

jtlie

importance.

—

evening;

The weather still remains clear and bright,
Florist's Ball—Out-of-door Sport—A New
lint if the peril was great, the vindication
rathCr warm for the season, WednesHotel—Fourth of July—A Terrible Fire- though
has been complete. Dr. Monroe has come
Relief Fund for the Children of Commander day and Thursday being oppressively hot.
out of the ordeal with reputation established
Williams—Harriet Hosmer—Brevities.
On the evening of Thursday a smart thunder
more firmly than ever.
If all other evidence
shower passed over the city, and carried
Boston, April 30, 1870.
were lacking, the
away with it some of the much abused heat.
very clear, concurrent and
Among the pleasant occurences of the first
I’kki'ii:.
convincing testimony of the medical gentle- of the week was the
Florist’s Ball at Hortimen was
enough to justify the defendant. cultural Hall, on
Wednesday evening. The
I)r. Jeffries, among the most eminent of ocLETTER FROM ROCKLAND
work of decorating for the festive occasion
Correspondence of the Journal.
; enlists, testified most strongly,—testimony
was commenced on
Monday, and Tuesday
that the plaintiff did not even attempt to
Business—The
Streets—The Liquor Lawafternoon the Hall was thrown open to the
shake.
Hotels—Politics.
of the public, a privilege of which
inspection
We have given considerable space to a reRockl \\i>, May it; into.
availed themselves. The entrance to
port of the evidence in this case, and the very many
Mil. Editor: I thought a letter from this localithe Hall was through a perfect bower of everable, charge of Judge Dickerson, because we
ty, containing a few items, might lie interesting to
believe it will be of public interest, as defin- greens, and once fairly inside, even those of the many readers of the Journal, though there is
dullest imagination might have fancied themnothing of importance taking plane here, at this
ing the reciprocal rights and duties of physicselves in fairy land.
time. Business is dull, as it is throughout the
ians and their patients, and because of a beFlowers to right of you, flowers to left of you”— whole country. The manufacture of lime, which
i Hof we have that medical gentlemen are ofand the air fragrant almost to faintness. is the principal business of the place, is not paying
ten unjustly dealt with, in thought if not in
Nestled in among the plants and flowers much to those who are engaged in it, this spriug;
word and deed, by those who have their best
and there is not near so much lime (icing burnt ns
were numerous pieces of
statuary and cages there was at this time last
exertions. Wo all crack our little jokes at
year. The mud, of
of canary birds. In the centre of the Hall
which we have an abundance here at certain seaprofession when arc in health, but when revolved the
graceful figures of the dancers sons of the year, has dried up, and our streets and
j misfortune or imprudence brings sickness, we —a
perfect sea of beautiful faces, rustling crossings are again passable by pedestrians. Durare right glad to see them, and
perhaps pro- silks,
|
foamy laces, fluttering curls, glittering ing thr fourteen or fifteen years that this plane lias
digal of vows which we forget with returnwhite vests and spotless kids. Over been a city, there lias been expended on highways
jewels,
i ing health.
all the shimmering light of gas, and upon and sidewalks a sum in principal and interest exceeding in the agregate one hundred and fifty
At Toledo, O., Wednesday afternoon, Andrew the sweetly perfumed air the soft, subtle
I thousand dollars; yet, with all this great outlay, no
J. Borden shot and killed hi- wife for infidelity and strains of Gilmore's Band.
The gallery was
permanent improvement lias lipen made upon our
surrendered himself.
crowded with spectators, and among the dis- -Ireels or
sidewalks, and a person visiting our city
I
The contagion of the Cole and McFarland
His Homo- alter a rain storm, will find it in the same condition
was
leases is spreading. Andrew, instead ofseek- tinguished guests present
as they
might have foun I ii ten year- ay witli
Mayor Shurtlelf.
j ing out the male offender, chooses the safer
As the advancing season makes it too warm mud from s,x to eight inches deep in the streets,
and the sidewalks and crossings “pa-t
vengeance of sending to her last account a for in-door
tilling
amusements, out-of-door Sports
out."
woman who was probably a great deal better,
to
(lie
and
begin
gain
ascendancy,
already
tpliet reigns throughout the city, with tile exin a moral sense, than himself
Whatever
extensive preparations for base ball matches, ception of an occasional row on “The
Point,” us
defence she might have made against unfor grand trials of speed on the turf, and for it is called—a place thut will compare witli vour
founded accusation or unreasoning jealousy,
boating operations are announced. Many “Puddle Dock.” The police, by their efficient v,
have
probably with no better foundation than fool- thousands of dollars are
already at stake on existedsuppressed much of the ruffianism that once
ish and idle gossip—that defence cannot now
iiere. The Mayor and Aldermen are out
the success of well known horses, and a livewitli a proclamation to those who deal ill the ’‘arbe offered, for her lips are sealed in death
ly time on the trotting parks may be expect- dent," that, mi and after the first day of
For him there remains only the mockery of
May, they
ed. Tile Boston Yachting Club is again re- and all others who
may hereafter dispense any of
justice through a form of trial, a plea of mowith
Dexter
II.
said
as
Foiled,
organized,
Esq..
beverages, without having been first chosen to
mentary insanity, and another murderer goes
President, and a brilliant regatta is announc- do so, stiictly for “medicinal and mechanical purfree in the community. It is astonishing
ed for the fifteenth of June. But more than poses," will lie prosecuted. How much of a raid
how lunch the lawful killing of human beings
will I" made during the coming few weeks I am
all the rest, ihe gentle sport of angling
unable to tell; but I presume it will be just enough
is being facilitated! The'great need ot the
tempts all lovers of the art to seize rod and to suti-fv the
hour seems tube a law making fit sof homicidal
longing of the radical temperance
line and hie them away to cool sequestermen, and lie the means ot retaining them one year
insanity,'of five minutes'duration, a capital ed spots.
longer within tin' Republican party.
However,
offence.
Mr. C. A. Richards, the wo 11 known wino tin' temperance folks have succeeded in eloctiug
moroliant of this city, lias just 1 milt a liand- one of their own stripe to the police Judgeship,
“WERE Wli TO HVII.D NO SEA—OOING SHIPS,
sotno
now
hotel known as the Warwick and they eontidentlv believe that the morals of this
NOR
IN
ENGAGE
TIIE
FOREIGN
CARRYING
j
little community will lie greatly promoted thereinWE
SHOIT.D
Il
is
PERCEIVE THE 1HFFER- House.
mi
TRADE,
Washington street, near
Our hotel accomodations, which were heretofore
f.nce pa t i.iTTi.r.”
[Progressive Age.
Dover, anil contains about two hundred rooms considered not of the first
class, promise tube imThe above is the eneouragement given to in suites and
single apartments. Ii is to be proved during the coming season. Mr. l.ynde, the
our great loeal industry,
by a paper publish- opened to the public on June 1st. Looking former landlord of the Thorndike House, is erected in this eit.y. How do yon like it, ship
ing a large and commodious Hotel on Main street,
carefully alter tin comforts of the male p
If
builders, ship-owners and sailors ?
suasion, Mr. Richards has added, along with near the front of Park street, which is to have between sixty and seventy sleeping rooms, md will
many other new improvements, a Gentleman's he
The McFarland trial is still going on.
very accessible to the ears and steamboats: it
Exchange, rooms for the meetings of com- has also a line view of the harbor and surrounding
Mrs. Calhoun was on the stand Monday, and
mittees and political clubs, a Restaurant and
country. Mr. l.vnde expects to have it in readme-.
offered to read a letter hv Mrs. McFarland
Billiard Hall.
to receive the public about the tirst of July.
bearing on the ease. The court decided that
Not to be out done by private individuals
Mr. Andrews of the Thorndike Hnus< is n, h.m
a wife could not
testify against her husband, or private
in their efforts to a large addition lutill to his house the coming
organizations
and excluded the letter. This ruling is imseason, which, when completed, will give him his
amuse the public. The
City Fathers have office and
dining room on the lower floor.
portant, ns showing that the court holds that
carefully considered the claims of Fourth of
Polities are very quiet among in, and very little
the woman is still legally the wife of McFarJuly upon thei' attention, and are going to discussed at present. Knowlton would have been
land.
give him a warm reception when lie arrives, the favorite eandidate of the dominant party in this
( orrenpondcnce ol the Journal.
to the tune of !j!20,000.
To wait until Fourth locality for (iubernatorial honors, had he not alLETTER
of July for a grand demonstration of tire- lowed himself to lie slaughtered by the Progressive
FROMJ3UCKSPORT.
I learn that, alter he had given his
man.
Woman’s Rights---Railroad Meeting---Agri- works scenic I altogether too long, and so Age
friends to understand that he would lie a eandidate,
cultural Fair---Concert.
this afternoon an entertainment of the kind

upon that particular branch of the case, hut you are to
The defendant thousand dollars from a well known
determine what the testimony was.
bases an argument, and that is a matter, gentlemen, for
on the
that
had caused
you to take into consideration,upon this fact,as he says,if
it is a fact—that is also for you to determine; that no com
plaint was made against him until about the time of the his misfortune. The ease is one not
commencement of this suit. And that It was very strange of
loeal
It will lie read with inthat he should have been guilty of such malpractice as to
Huckspoht, ,\tav :i, Into.
make a man instantly Mind and no accusation of that terest where both
In the .lotiriial of Hie 28th lilt ,von gave ail aecount
till’ and defendant are
kind made against him. You heard the explanation of
for it deals with one of of the workings of woman’s rights, amt made a
Mrs, ilowes, in regard to her views of the case, and you
have heard the testimony of tin* plaintiff. The plaint ill
the
most,
confidential
and snored re- ijiiolatinn tlull Ihev “are careful, painstaking, inthat
this
effect
was
his
vision
instansays
produced upon
a^
telligent »•>■! conservative." Well, we here in buck
made ins:t-.«"*>»taneously—that lit
t.si'»i,. *<r isr. —Mini
in in,
pnysictfut to im- sport have just had an
plaintiff’s counsel says that the testimony from the
example of tin* above. r„
who
nave
called
from
and
distant
To the
surgeons
more than to the
physicians
inV Iasi letter I referred to the subject of a Soldier’s
parts of this State, and from Mass, that the application
members of any other
or
made by the defendant would not produce this effect
Memorial, as it was very desirable that the old
could not have produced it—utterly impossible to have
are confided those sacred
which
men grave yards should he abandoned and a
lot in
’s
The
counsel
the
this
effect.
efplaintiff
says,
produced
fect was produced, and if nitrate of silver could not have hold
the new cemetery
as most alt our
dear—the
the
reputathe
must
have
been
mistaken
in
done it, then
defendant
regard to his testimony, when he testified that if was tion, the lives even of those near and dear lo people had contributed to the fund, it was hoped
nitrate of silver—that it must have been something else,
that a meeting would Is* called and a fair underHe is
to lie not
a learnat least when the second application was made. So the them.
standing reached. P.ut before any one outside got
ingenious counsel for the plaintiff undertakes to turn the ed and skillful
but an
and an
upon the defendant himself.
artillery of the
of
inkling, the Sewing Circle, that, had
How is that ? Wliat was used? Who knows what was honorable man.
a
the tlie funds, had ordered a monument and decided
used-' Any living man but the Dr.? He lias testified that
it was nitrate of silver that was used, and has introduced details and methods of which are and
on its location.
On
of this movement,
the very identical brushes, as he says, with which the
must he hidden
to the masses, his tlie Phft'tiix club which has one hundred and titty
application was made.
And further the counsel for the defendant argues from
fund
and
should win that eon- dollars designed to he added to the
the testimony ot the experts that the instantaneous rewhen if should lie used, issued a protest which was
sult testified to by the plaintiff could not have been pro- lidenee which is so essential to
over
duced by any known substance that could have been insigned by all male members of Hie 1 lull except one,
troduced into the plaintiffs eyes without destroyi ng the the ills that flesh is heir to.
What the
who was sick at ttie ! ime. (tit this being presented
brush at the same time.
in treatment, his wellHow was that ? The defendant says that il it was not ent cannot
to the chairman of the committee, the Club was
It must have been somenitrate of silver, what was it
reliance on the known honor of given to understand that
were
with
thing that physicians know nothing about, and it i* hardly probable that the defendant himself would make use his medical adviser should assure him of.
that which was none of their business.
of any remedy not known to such distnguished men in
Read the following war record of the Club and
the profession. How was that? It is all a question for
Benevolence is
from the
you to determine. What was applied at that time? Was
if
have not a
to be notified that a
conducted
of
the
it nitrate of silver, or was it something else? It is not
art. and to
monument was about to lie erected to the
for the plaintiff to show what it was—affirmatively and
memory
the
of
honor
the
he
it
said
that
its
necessarily. If he showas the effect was actually producof their former associates who had fallen in the
ed at the time, and the defendant fails to show what it most eminent
has been men war:
was; why then it would be competent for you to deteras
to
mine whether or not the failure to satisfy you with reThe lon°To tsiil, at an entertainment given by the Pluenix
gard to wliat was introduced by the defendant, would be
and cheerless rides in summer’s heat and
a beautiful Tableau was
a substantial confession that something wrong had been
presented—formed
done. Hut the defendant, if anybody, knmvs what was
winter’s
without
or
of of the male members of the company, and one of
done; he says that at the time his attention was tirst
the ladies who represented the Godiless’of
called to this he had no nitrate of silver with him, that
to answer the calls of disit Is a difficult article to carry, that if the cork becameIn one hand she held the American Flag—in the
loose it is most dangerous to have in one’s pocket, stainexposure to
other a scroll on which was inscribed—“Our
ing hie clothing badly, and therefore he could not make
in application the first time; but that betook the article i—the broken health and often
age Country calls."
Mr. Edior, how many of that
with him when ho went down again, and had the brushes
of
that not alone is the small company of ten
with him, also. Now, did he know what he was carry
young men. then in the
ing down there, or not? Did he know what he was adof
the incentive to
ex- prime of life, answered to that call?
Read their
ministering or not ?
It is suggested that his reputation as a physician is at ertion.
There were no more
mani- names and count seven—Francis E. Ward well—
stake. It might have been suggested that his reputation
festations of the
of the Saviour Charles A. Pillsburv—Oon, C. Irvin—E. S. Wardas a moral mau is involved in this question, as a man of
well—Freeman S. Hancock—V. P. Wardwell and
truth und integrity. What did he apply at that time?
than those which healed the
restored Paris
[f you are satisfied that he applied nitrate of silver time
Parker—who of that number now tills Hie
how are you to determine whether that was a proper the
made the blind to see, and gave to soldier’s
grave in the far off south, away from
remedy or not? Have you any other guide than the
the title of
stestimony here in regard to the nature of nitrate of Him and the
home and dear friends? Francis K. Wardwell—
silver, aside from the testimony coming from the exFreeman S. Hancock and Paris Parker, tu the
perts, the doctors, men of longer experience, some of icians.”
name ot' justice i ask, have not the
| them very eminent in their profession in this State and
And the
h:is other than
smviving memout 01 it.
itavc they testified that it was the remedy
bers of this little club a right to a voire in this
i they should have
if they had been called
rewards. Those wlm have been relieved of
The defendant claims that the testimony of these exmatter?
perts if he has satisfied that he did administer nitrate ol
of
had
I In?
of Hip <'orporators of (lie Penobscot
silver at that time,establishes beyond all cavil or controor been snatched from am I rnion I!. I!, held here mi
versy, that he treated the case as'the most distinguished restored lost,
the 2*lh nil.
surgeons and physicians in this State and one from Massathe
of
must ever feel for their was very enthlisia-ti
TV meeting iv:i< called to
chusetts, would have done, it either of them had been
called.
I fun. T. (Woodbenefactors a reverential love.
We once order by Ambrose White
Well, gentlemen, if he exercised that skill common to
educated men in his profession and that cate and dili- saw a
from abroad ! mail wan chosen Chairman; .1, ,1. I.ee, See’y.
gence in the application ol remedies and judgment too
The charter was ...
an.I lIn- following
1 and discretion
a
which they would have exercised, why accosted in the streets ol this
1 then lie did his
gentlenn lrehoson tlircetor—
duty and his whole duty, and however nent
of a
town, with
great may have been the misfortune of this plaintiff or
Joab AV. Palmer, Bangor.
his suffering or his loss ot time and of tin* society of his the
you were the means,
wile and his children and ot mankind at large, the deDaniel Sargent, 2d.. Brewer.
fendant is not responsible for it and should not be held under
of
and 1 want
l„ Buck, Bifksporl.
my
responsible. To bold him responsible for it if you should
be satisfied, or if the evidence shows atfd vou are to to take you
Alonzo
the hand.” Such remarks are
judge ol that alone, to hold him responsible lor that, not the least
John A.
(Irhnel.
when he had done his duty in that respect would not
among the rewards of the
H. M. Hall. Ellsworh.
only bean injury to him but in would be a wrong inflicted upon the community. For in difficult
cases, what
Seth
There may and
surgeon or physician will attempt to act, if for doing
do creep into the
Mr. I.nther II. Eaton, ot Bangor, civil engineer,
what physicians or surgeons of skill would have done he
is still responsible for the result in damages 7
or reckless men, whose
called upon, gave ns siieli a- favorable opinSo consider, gentlemen, and determine how this was—
lack ot skill may inflict
ion of the route that its early completion is looked
but
wheflier he is thus justly charged with this
experimental
treatment—this uu.skillliilhics.s and this recklessness bear no
to that class of reckless for hv all. Spirited remark* were also made bv
ol in the writ in this case.
If in looking the case all over, gentlemen, vou find that
who do
to themselves and Daniel Sargent 2d, .1. \. Swazey, I’red
the allegations in the writ are true, that this defendant
and .1. I,. Bind;.
their
did maltreat this eye in the way that is alleged
all proper retherein,
At a
of the Hancock Co. Agricultural
it will be your duty to return a verdict for the
straints. The
has a
toward the
plaintitr.
held at Ellsworth last week, it was voted
Society
And it is hardly necessary that I should comment upon
as well as the
to the pa- to hold the next Eair at. this
We have an
the fact,if it be a fact, that one of the eyes was
originally
injured alone, and not both. However, that you may tient. It is
if a doctor be called too excellent
located. Onr
Park,
take into consideration. The application, as the Dr. said,
or when called his directions are not fol- citizens are interested in this matter, and will see
was made to both eyes at the same time, as all the witnesses say; the Dr. saying substantially that there was
that he be held
for the to if that all necessary arrangements are made to
no material difference between the external
appearance
insure its success.
of the two eyes. It would seem that he administered
that results.
to both. You have the testimony of witnesses as exMrs. Stamford's Concert, at the close of her
in
The
perts
of the
regard to the effect produced upon a well eye
in the recent
Singing school, last week, was very successful.
by an injury to another, and how it oftentimes becomes
The eyes, those most She was assisted
necessary to remove the one that Is affected in order to trial was a sad one.
Miss II- M. Nichols of Seamsave the other, that is not
originally affected, on account wonderful and delicate
of
Miss Dora Wilev,
of the close connection and
port, Pianist, and
organs, forever
sympathy that exists bctweenthe two; therefore it is not
Mbs
Boston, formerly of this
of
has
necessary that I should the
shut
and
the
unfortunate
call your attention further particularly to that branch of
musical talents, coupled with a rich
man
the case.
to grope his cheerless
way thro1 full
If you find that this defendant treated this
voice. The performance of the Juveniles was
plaintiff as (lod’s
universe
of
without
a
skill
physicansor surgeons
would have done
ordinary
was excellent.
then he Is to be discharged.
ol its
or of the face of fellow
If you find on the contrary that lie is liable, it will be
(iov. Chamberlain arrived in the
of Richduty to compensate this plaintiff for the damages Hut sad as that
it would be
your
less so mond this
for the purpose of
he has sustained in this terrible calamity that has lallen
Ills lecture. A salute of fifteen guns was tired from
upon him, for his loss of time, his nursing bills, his to see the un
of a
medical attendance, his pain and suffering, bodily and
Port
and (lie town is gay witli
the
mentally, and his deprivation of t he enjoyment of society who had used his best skill in the ease, apat large.
citizens of all classes and
to do honand failed
If you should find that this injury is a permanent one,
or to our
visitor. All the seats for
if he is forever to be deprived ol the light of Heaven and no fault of his own.
call almost
its attendant enjoyments, you will give him
the lecture are engaged, and a rare treat is looked
compensation for future damages resulting from this maltreatIt was not for. The Governor is the
guest of E. B.
ment, whether it be to his body or mind, or loss ol
alone the matter of
that
more or
society.
I
see
Gentlemen,
among you many persons who live was at stake in this.
The
of the
• n our
iminediate;vicinity,
may be acquaintDoctors are
themselves the question
ed with the plaintiff, and undoubtedly many of
you may surgeon, the record of
of
sue- whether a
years
negro can have a "white welling."

physic-
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was

city.
“Cowhair loth*’ is a ne w article oi I eli<--* \\*- »t
for cloaks. It i< heavilv protefted. so that *»m
American hovines shall not be unjustly rc(|uired t.produce hair at less than cost. [bet. Free Pro-'

Spencer, one of the coun-el in the .McFarland
has got into hot water by d« nouneing Mr-

ease,

< alhomi as everything that i- vile,
Her Imdeaud
proposes to take satisfaction per-oiiaPy.

The menagerie h id two lion- when if earnthi- city, and --.even when it left.
The “Lad>
Lyons*’ is doing well. | N. 11. ( ourier.

t
»*l

The Rockland iiuzette -ay- the hone of Mr.
Mar-hall, at Waldoboro, was burned Sunday in *rn
ing. A chest containing all hi- papers, sonic S.on
in bonds and some notes were al-o burned
|...
or £soo
insurance
The cause of the great Richmond disaster wa- t he
weakening of girder P> taking away a support im
column !(» improve the nppesrane*' of the Halt ..i
I

hdeguh

Rev. W. A. 1\ Dillingham, a 1 nm r-aii-l e|er ;\
of >\ atcrville, who einbra
I the *s\\edcnhoi
doctrines, ha- returned to hi- old l<.

man

excursion bv rail to ( 'aliforma i

An

'-e

iie.l

j Augusta.

j

Divers have been down in the he id and report
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expense, that are of earth earthy," and is hereafter to give his
and resulted in one of the most destructive whole attention to things which are more “heaventires known in Boston for many years. Two ly and divine." The third parly movement in this
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A CURIOUS LETTER.
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Harriet Ilosmer is about to execute an
order given by the children of Edward Everett
for a bronze and red sandstone monument,
to be erected in Mount Auburn.
If is said
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lady, having won her way to lor-j
tune now lives easily and luxuriously.at Rome,
and that her house is approached through
bowers of roses, shrubbery, and singing j

that, this

birds.
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with a most beautiful
basket of (lowers.
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nii'inber ot ihe press, on the editorial Stall' of the Cleveland Herald, and the
1 laindealei', I iricil to lutild
up an liouorahle
record. Inti adversity has met me at every
corner of life, and I am sick of the dibit
if
the press gives this a place in their columns
let them do me one favor. Do not deal
harshly with one who has tried to light the
sins and temptations, lint has failed
I have
no relatives to mourn
my loss, only a wife
who is nol a wife. Will the editor send her
a copy of (he
paper in which this is published? Mrs. E. Laurie Rashleigh, Cnrhondale,
Pennsylvania. 1 have no message to one so
lost to all honor
Ahxil iiirii/iit! I leave this
world, and hope lie will forgive the dead
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At Nashville, Tenn., a uegress carelessly w ashed
a shirt
that had licen worn by a man who had the
small-pox, instead of destroying it, and gave it to
tier husband to wear, lie took the terrible disease
and tlied. Five other persons successively wore
the line shirt, and ire now under the ground.
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LOCAL ITEMS, &c.

HEAVY BANK ROBBERY
IN ROCKLAND!

News of the County and City.
No. 0.

LOCAL LYRICS.
Oust

uuto

dust"—such is the*

common

much hurt
leelings
it calculation shows that, soon or lute,
i at'h in his life must have his pock of dirt.
t»‘Hvn with your dust!” the reckless gambler cries
With’sparkling dust the hair ot beauty shim
■> raise the dust cadi careful liousewih tie s:
For golden dust men seek I*aolfit* mines,
dut in our streets a strong wind heal*: them all
tin d.-.sort sand-storm plays no
rougher pari
Making the nu n swear ami the women squall.
» entdund the nuisance'
where's it it watering cart
A nit

must not bo

so our
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the International Line.

feet, on which the bench was located, did not
Rockland, May t, 3 1’. M.
go down, and on this many lives were saved,
As soon
Tin- l,ime Rock Bank of this city was entered including the judges and reporters.
last nigh! hv burglars, and one of the safes Mown as the fearful crash had occurred those who
could clutched hold of the windows, stepped
<>l«-n and all the hank bills, bonds, &<•., which it
contained, were taken.
The burglars entered the telegraph office adjoining. and dug through the brick partition wall into
vault.

It is not known just how much the loss
It is estimated about twenty-live thousand dol-

tli-

i-.
lars.

City Affairs.
The bank loses about eleven hundred. Most of
ls?0.
Monday evening, May
the bonds stolen were town and city. The actual
I't-iiliou presented; of Oakes Angier and ltd others, loss will be about six or seven thousand. Twelve
widen Condon street, one rod; of It. Stevens, and 2a
thousand dollars in gold, in the safe, belonging to

Ward a, JOach referred to committe
Daniel l.ane, Jr., and2t others, ldr Side-walk,
Woods & C'onnnCs to Manslield & Knowlton’s
Referred to comm it tees on Walks with instrueio have same built.
Roll of Accounts No. 2, al•'ed and ordried paid, vi/. Contingent, $04.07; Roads
'» :M
.Schools, $72.1*0; Fire Department,
pau
$.r>.r»G.oi); Liquors, $1 :
Total $lo(>»Reports
"

r».

for road in

id-, of

■

ommittee.q

t* rman

on

Forbes

h’s wooden

e

Re; iolve
l

or

Finance

.making appropriations ;
against allowing F.d. Reaman to

store,

re

accepted.

were

making appropriations was finally passed,
Roads, In Labor,
Cash, t..*joO hyvoi.i.Oo.

(.ity Poor.
For Public School
For

1 ir«

For

Contingent Cxpens.

lor

Department

1,000,00
>

Jai;

lowia

1

1,000.01)

u rinan

and

upper liridge. No. •.», Appropriating
Fold, fora Pound. No. lu, making
Ferguson and others, Committee to put the
to

1.

were seen to run out of the bank.
The officer was
not armed, and before he could give an alarm they
escaped. 1'hey were seen to deposit some of their
tools under a bridge, and they have been found.

former police officer of this city has been arrested, who is supposed to bo one of the number.
The officers arc in pursuit, and it is thought that
they will all be taken.
A

<

1

of the burglars was hurt by the explosion,
of tile operations, and traces ,*f blued
found.
LATER.

hie

in

were

it

re=f &i\

Dollar.-

MeI,ooii, was not taken.
A loud report was heard by a watchman at twenty minutes before four this morning, and four men

or

Total.
$34 000.00.
•udtT- i .i"<d No.
making Aldermen Forties and
.-rgusoi.. Committee to employ persons as Draw tend
■

Mr.

$2,200.00

»• or

l«

of

sum*-

THE

ROBBERS

SECURED.

Rockland, 7-.'!ft, P. M.
The ex-policeman has confessed, and they have
since arrested Ablen Litchfield, a merchant here,
ami a man from New York who was secreted in
l.itehtield's house.

Also

one

in Belfast ami

one

in

Portland.
repair; No. ll, For Treasurer to
There are twe more who have not yet been ar.to a Municipal Loan not exceeding $2.1,OOo; No. 12,
rested. The ex-policeman says that he agreed to
ihor.-ing Treasurer to exchange the State War
meet tie two others in the woods in Warren tod-, ior City War itomis, upon receiving 2 1 2 per
night. A crowd have gone with him to find them.
m difference in value,
oit

Road

in

suitable

Convention, Charle* (*. MeKennev.J. W. Fast
s. \
Jones, 1 W Smalley, if. li. .Suiallc), Timo
tiarrett, Ceorge \V
knowlfoi*, W M. Johnson,
’•‘-■•I R. Maddocks. Richard J.
(.urney, A. J. Dean

nearly twenty-five feet to the floor of the
House of Delegates. Then, with the descending mass, the ceiling above, which was
somehow attached to the gallery also, came
down with another fearful crash, smothering
and crushing the living and struggling mass
of victims beneath. A ledge of about twelve

h

with

out of the

gallery

and

ran

out to other rooms,

thus many others were also saved.
The scene which followed is utterly beyond
description. Detween the two bodies of the
floor and ceiling was the mass of people, the
force and power of the latter, with the gallery falling upon them, forever silencing
their cries for help. It was a scene of horror
never to be forgotten by those who witnessed
it. To those who remained about and who
ventured to look down into the vacant space
of the courtroom,
nothing was visible but a
cloud of thick dust, through which the frantic
cries of the victims yet alive could be heard
vainly appealing for help.
OnP by one they were brought forth from
the mass of debris through the windows and
doors, those unhurt first making their appearance begrimed with dust and with torn
and tattered clothes. Next came the dead
and wounded, who were deposited on the
grass plots ot the square, which soon resembled the scene after a battle, with afflicted relatives, male and female, wandering
about in search of some one missing since the
announcement of the catastrophe.
When the
corpses were brought out and exposed on the
square, scarcely one of them could be recognized, so fearfully disfigured were they, and
the broken-hearted wives, sisters and mothers
of several even failed in some instances to
recognize the victims. The faces of all the
dead were fearfully swollen and blackened,
it is supposed front suffocation, and about Ihe
mouth and lips was a sort of coagulated froth
tinettired with blood, which was hardened
and stiffened with dust. In Ihe ease of J)r.
J. 11. lirock, reporter of the Enquirer, it is
said his wife failed to recognize him, and a
brother reporter only discovered his identity
by searching his pockets. An incident of Ihe
lamentable occasion is that both the Mayors,
Ellison and Cahoon, who were the most interested parties present, went down with the
floor into the yawning room beneath, Ellison
escaping unhurt, while Cahoon was slightly

carriage arrived in Belfast about
o’clock on Wednesday morning, took breakfast at
the American House, and one oftliem lefl by Hie
Frank 1'. Fame- chosen Polie.m.u md
Joseph steamer City of Richmond, for Portland. The other
11net .11.. Harbor Ma*»te
mail who gives hb name a.- fjeorge Craves, of Sj.
in Munhip.i! Bu;tr i
Andrew 1». IV.u,. »locted J.i ,uor rhonnistun, gives no satisfactory account of liiminjured.
AUl«*niJ(f. M i i liken ami Woodward, willi Die
sell. II is team is provided with a bag of meal, and
A gentleman who narrowly escaped with
A
ii* cfmscn a commit tee to
purchase liquor for the bucket for
the horse, and he acknowledges his life, describing tlio. scene, says:
feeding
A
Idr-rmen
Wo
ulward and Milliken, chosen
Atf-i<-v
I was seated at one of the tables with the
that lie had been out all the previous night, lie
on a
i.
to set tie Die Agent's account.-.
says he picked up his companion, carrying a valise, reporters when the floor caved in and the
\ pi' ical ion-, <• 11 License t ir 11 ii hard Saloons were
near
Camden, and gave him a ride to Belfast. crash ot ceiling, floor and timbers followed
.,.1 upon table until regular meeting in dune. licenses
anted to the present Hotels and Saloons as Vidualers
While il is not thought that Craves had anv hand My chair thus half fell and I went over the
inn Holders, m l
'brk instructed to issue the same.
in the rohhery, it is believed that lie knows wliodid ledge, but happily grasped the floor and was
id keepers tees il
leeding <-D:iy animals im- have. Ue lias been arrested by Marshal Bean, and for a time suspended. 1 involuntarily prayed
and heard a clinging companion say, “Lord
jtided, Kaniblislicd at
per day.
will tie held for examination.
[v
Clerk in.it rue tel to advertise lor proposals tor
have mercy upon me, I am gone!” It was a
terrible moment, which I shall never forget.
cling city taxes.
TERRIBLE CALAMITY.
The crashing of the floor, the shrieks of the
mass who went down in their death slaughter,
\ I \vdtio\.\l»i.r. Mac it \ci:.
Ji w ill bo seen, l»y
Richmond, V.i., April 27.
A large crowd assembled this morning in and the frantic efforts of some to escape, with
mnouneemeul under tin* ftiatr imonial head. that
own slight chances of life, were all fearthe
id
;i
Well
known citizen lias taken
tipper portion ol the capital building my
marriage
fully
presented in a single instant. When 1
where
the
ot
Court
is
locac
Trot, Pierce.1 heeelebrated colored barber and
Supreme
Appeals
ted, to hear the discussion in the mayorality recovered and got myself back on the plat
an in hair, who Was a widower of some
years
ease.
At 11 o'clock the iloor gat e way be- term 1 had fainted, and was hurried by someit a in** has la ken !> him sell’ a wife, in 1 he
person
neath the dense
the body from the fatal apartment.
M;

Arnold, while, tIn- well Known fashionable
maker of Main slreel. it j- true Ilia! inter1‘aye-, <d tin- hind are -nil forbidden
by Die
*!:■
l Maine, whieli tin radical party,
lagging
'end if- avowed principleha- refused to

I

\vn men

a

weight, precipitating

I’AliTICUI.AIJS FHOM ONE WHO ESCAl'KD.
crowd to the Iloor below, which was that of
A member of the Legislature describes his
the House of Delegates. It is hard to ascertain at present the extent ol the injuries, so fall as follows:
l heard a low rumbling sound, and li lt
great is the excitement, but some are killed
I was facing the
repeal. and a large number severely injured. Many myself sinking rapidly,
>•■'
laughs at statute-, a- ii does at locksmiths, escaped the terrible fall by jumping into the gallery and saw it failing towards me, but
iu the
friendly a-yluin oi Massaelmsett-, the windows when the Iloor gave wav. The fortunately it did not reach me. I saw men
11’I ioiind a -auelu:ir\ mrlhe uii-tiniin.ition of wounded are now being attended to.
scrambling over each other in the gallery,
and heard what seemed to be one unearthly
wishes. <M tin-, i,iir-e ol tiii- particular truest.I 0X1) DESPATCH.
hut little i- 1- ii"W n to tin- public. Occupying
yell of agony. Then came the crash, and I
A terrible calamityoeeured here this morn- sank into darkness..
I found myself under a
i-llc -ides o{ the si red
:n h in widowed single,
I he door of the Court ol Appeals in the mass of rubbish with a dead man over me,
-••dm
ii is probable that the
sharp cved ing.
I'l
a
-aW and
elmircd long before lie broke stati' eapitol gave way and precipitated the a wounded man under me, and another at
I'he poor fellow under me said,
hundreds gathered there to hear the decision my side.
*'
'1 l.dnet lit'
I-Vi.;,\ it,., to I,i,,1in the mayorality ease of Ellison and Cahoon ‘Ah me, but il I only could fear God alwavs
elf
How wicked 1 have been all
upon the conservative caucus then sitting in as I do now
he
a Woman. Ill -leli.ie
may bo wooed ;
the hall ol the House of Delegates below. It my <lays. Oh God forgive me, spare me and
he
a woman. Therefore m.i\
h.-wm.”
is impossible to ascertain the extent of the in- I will be a true follower of Jesus.’
The man
ii
enough f.rr th puidi' to know’ that Ihe suit juries at this hour. Among the killed are 1*. at my side exclaimed, ‘Oh, death, where is
.in-.•••--lul, that -In
asv, admired, blushed and
11. Aylett, a. distinguished lawyer; Dr. .1, 15. thy sting? Oh grave, where is thy victory ?
■ieented. 'Tin* two estahli-him'iillike the hero- Ihock, leporter of the
Enquirer and Exami- I heard a number of cries all about me. some
lure twain proprietor-. r* me lied into one—(
Uipid ner; Samuel Eaton, clerk to Mayor Cahoon; speaking about their wives, others of their
1
triumphant abo\t tin* -ewing mahim- and the (’apt. William A. Charles, chief of the lire children, while others were begging for air
N. 1*. Howard, a lawyer; Asa 1 believe many of them died from suffocation,
•u urial • hair
,m I ah ml Die am nail and
variegat- department;
Ipfighl vmh.d ol the halite; ale twined the Levy, a Richmond merchant; Chas. Watson, for although but little hurt myself I should
of the 1 l.anville railroad; Hugh Hutchison and have died from suffocation if 1 had not been
bluing ribbon- and rudling ilk* of tIn* milliner,
Eewis N. Webb, of this city; Win. Schofield, removed when I was.”
in
rmlu-imi w*1 will sac that tln*re are -dill a
brother of Gen .Schofield; 11.11. Maury, ,fr..
TOl’CHINO INCIDENTS.
h*•• a <>r more Ii
kely colored men. id single est ate Senator
liland, (colored) and 1’. Roberts, it
There were many touching incidents conid matrimonial temlemie
in mn .if\
ntd that is
supposed that twenty members of the State nected with this catastrophe. Wives in
he largely followed.
ample el m
Legislature are killed and wounded. 'The search of their husbands, sisters in search of
Judges of the Court of Appeals all escaped their brothers, and mothers anxiously inquirEx-Governor Wells was badly in- ing ot every one the whereabouts of their
1.
Ila/eltim
I- |, returned on Saturday, unhurt.
1. II Chandler, counsel for Cahoon sons—all with
"•>m
winter'- oiourii in Florida, looking bronzed jured.
grief on their countenances
on the mayorality case, was injured.
.1. Ma- and
looks.
It was a sight to
ii lin
lie ha had a line Iime exploring the
aii)
despairing
son and Judge Meredith, counsel for Ellison,
touch the hardest heart. And as friend met
ouii'\, buming ami li-hing.
A parl\ of gentlewere also badly hurt.
About 200 persons friend, a hearty thank God went
up, bad as
ii ehai b red a small -(earner and made an oxcurwere hurt by the accident,
The greatest ex- matters were, that
were, not worse.
We
they
•ii up the Si. John's liiver. far into the
interior, citement
prevails. Hundreds of persons are saw men a few hours before proud in the
here they found the eounlrv to have wonderful
in the Capitol Square weeping and wailing consciousness of
manly strength, who, when
••urees in deer and wild
turkey-, besides sm h as the dead and dying are brought from the taken from the wreck within
the Hall of Delling port Ms -hooting alligator-. One day, building. Governor Walker escaped unhurt,
egates, were as helpless as babes. A few
ie-o llieir
learner pul in at a landing for wood,
though on the court room floor at the time. moments more and they were raving in the
II. was surprised al being grecled by an old
Directly after the disaster occurred the lire agonies ot death. Of such is life. Now men,
a male, M r. Thayer < arr. who own- one of Die
alarm was used to give notice, and the (look women, and children flock to the scene of
:i«^i plantations on ilii' river. and lives like a lord.
and ladder companies of the cit y repaired at disaster from every
quarter, and the convenonce to the spot.
For three hours the scene tionalities of caste were
M thi- point the parly dim- into some t
forgotten as each inmu
was
Horror.
Minnie
alter
minute
onnd^, which wen* tilled with Indian bone.-, and
juin'ii in me oilier, have yon seen my lather,
There were brave
■nought away some intere-ting relic- of : people there appeared, swung out by a rope, tied my brother, or my son.
who won- entombed beloiv Pom e de Leon seareli- around the middle of the body, some popular men there at work—just as brave as ever
favorite, who, after being swung on the top faced a cannon or charged a redoubt. Their
1
*'d that tV-wavy land for lie
lY
Fountain of
of the shoulders of one of the lire brigade, sole
Vonth
purpose seemed to be to see who could
mangled and dead, were brought down the do most to help the wounded and make comM !*'• d <.*
I hi\id-on w;i‘ion-1\ in in red by ladder into the green of the public park, fortable the last moment* of the
dying. We
inij thrown from a carriage in 1 hi- «-it\ on Snn- where it was instantly surrounded by two or know they care not to liave their names pubthree
thousand
of
those
who
had
li>. Her arm and jaw wa re broken. her fact*
gathered to lished, but we saw some whom we will not
The park was tilled
ini ed.an l -boulder and hip
\eiv!\ wren. lied, j recognize the slain.
forget while memory lasts. The situation of
with
d -In- i- now doing; well.
weeping women and anxious men until die fallen timbers and tin1 debris lront the
two o'eloek when the last victim was drawn
court room was such that as they rescued one
Mi
Hick- advertiser a Io.*L of faliey go<ids. from the building.
After this the police -mlferer
they could hear the piteous moans of
v
bhe makes a specially of this branch,selce!ing closed tie' park and refused admittance to
i dozen more; and who can tell the
agony
The bodies of the dead having this
roods w ith great eare, and keeps only ihe best any one.
gave them as they toiled on in their sail
rl hi.
des j rat de nrlieles. fop her lady eu-tomers. been sent out, all the stores in the city were work.
May (Jodbless them !
closed ami placards put upon the doors,
* *nr eif i/ens
will hear m mind the concert of the
,\ Shakespearian scholar comes to the rescue of
“Closed in consequence of the disaster at the
!
'Idol- and Brass Kami, at Havlord Hall, on
lie woman-suffragists with this quot ntion
Capital.” No more business was done din
iad »v evening. It will be a nice ailair, enlivened
“The imperial vot’ress passed on
ing the day.
^
In maiden meditation fancy free."
ibunduni e ol jokes and local allusions. There
To-night meetings have been held of mem
'll 1m no lack of fun. Let
bers of the Press Association, members oft he
A smart minister in Toledo, within ten months
everybody go.
late military organizations, members of the married a eoujile, baptized the first child, preached
v :* hdler;
drawing on Saturday evening, the bar and of citizens
he husband’s funeral sermon and married the widgenerally.
<>rh.-er- of ih,. -(earner < auibridgc drew a horse, and
>w.
To-morrow will be observed as a day of
in- ortieor- ol the Katahdin a
All they
wagon.
general mourning.
l*iin’
Poison your head with those miserable,
1
I,
a
harne-s to be a w hole |. am.
Patrick Henry Aylett was formerly the lilthv compounds which have done so much
misbut
use Nature's Haik Restorative which
■hief,
States
Confederate
District
and
h'lialhan > a vary, of s.*arspori, while
alighting since one of the editors of the Attorney)
demises the sculp, restores gray hair, and cheeks
Examiner and
h*»m hi- w agon on M ain street on
the hair from falling off. It is perfectly clean and
Friday evening,
He was great grand-son of Pat- contains
mght hi- loot in the rein- and was thrown liead- Enquirer.
nothing injurious. Sec advertisement.
rick
Edwin
M.
Schofield
is
the
Henry.
:”,,r to the ground, dislocatin'*2\y42
a -li. wilder,
lie was
brother
of
General
Major
youngest
Schofield,
BKSTTIHNG FOR POSTIN'YNKSS. P)R. Harmken into I ‘in-more* -lore, w here the
joint was and was a U. S. army ollieer during the war, rison's Peristai.tiu Loze.xhes arc warranted iu
put in place.
and was appointed by the military comman- all cases nf Piles and Falling of the Rectum, Dyssuch as Oppressions alter eating, Sour
\ w il la--■ w a- oil red in tic
alleged inalpraeliee der assessor of Richmond. Samuel A. Eaton, pepsia.
Stomach. Spitting of Food, also Headache. Dizziw le* .• eve- had been d*--1
myed by a fork stuck formerly of Boston, was an old member of ness, Pain in the Hack and Loins, Sick
Headache,
•I
'lit
ill<l wa\elmlrd b\ the e ol 11*1. tl WHS the Boston press, and lor some time attached i touted Tongue, and Hillionsness. For sale at
No!
Iggested that a- lie writ in\ile,l the |»,»e|or to b> the Herald of that oily. He lias been 1 Tremont Temple; Boston, by K. A. Harrison A
'ii.. Proprietors, and by all lirnggists. Mailed fur
lolk <l\e|, forks W IV
allv ill the ease.
Mayors clerk since the war.
DO cents.
2mtl
The court was about to deliver its
opinion
I wi- A < roshy are
“Bueat* Cast pros tiie Waters." If the great
upplyim* their customer in favor of Ellison, one of the
disJudges
Providence lias not. literally oust, bread upon the
ilh
nioked lialibtif. ol then own curing with senting, when the floor tell.
waters, He Inis planted the elements of wholesome
wet pickle—a delicious article.
A Richmond
'They liiwaLo
correspondent states that at nourishment on 1 lie rocks, in the shape of.Sea Moss,
ihr time of tile
vri \ variety of fresh ami cured li-h.
catastrophe it is estimated from which the Sea Moss Karine is made. This
lleU not mere Ilian three hundred
new article has everywhere won “golden opinions
< *nr friend
persons
who may be in want of job work, an* Were in tincourt, room, but these filled it to of all sorts of people,” and I lie housekeepers of the
land generally regard it in the double light of a stareminded that this ortiee i- prepared to do anv ils utmost
capacity. A large number of the ple necessary
and a delicious luxury; for while its
o mm lit or kind.
We cut cards to anv si/e required, legal fraternity and members of the
use
lessens the expense of living, the exquisite
press
-‘i*d gel them up in nice -hapc.
were seated in (lie room
dishes
not tie obtained even
immediately in front at an prepared from it can
"f the bench and the gallery. The
extravagadt cost, from any other source.
\ horrible odor,
opposite
compounded apparently of onions end was filled with
Scientific i
hotel keepers, professional
leading citizens, and the cooks, tallies-ommiltees,
'“! :issafoetida in
who superintend their own kitchens,
njual parts, pervaded the city on centre of f lic small room was
a
thronged
by
physicians, nurses, dyspeptics and invalids of every
.iltirday morning. What caused it? Who nose?
crowd, both seated and standing. A report class hear witness of these facts. To this mass of
Mi. Laid We ||, of hana, < aldwell A <
as of a smothered gun under the floor was indorsements we unhesitatingly add our own; and
o., snb-eonfollowed immediately by another with out fear of contradiction suv that the Plainh a. tor-, has returned, and
proposes to settle all de- heard,
mange puddings, custards, A-c., arc tin- most delisimilar report, and everybody started from cious
lie ha- not heeii out of the Stale,
III Olds,
we liave ever tasted
their seats and looked towards the centre of
Wo should not hesitate to recommend to any
A. F. iMirham ha- hi- usual
these
ol
the
from
whence
spring supply
ominous sounds friend of ours, Parsons'
room,
Purgative Pills; they are
lightly salted and smoked ahwvive-, which are in seemed to issue. There came a
cracking scientifically prepared, and are adapted to all the
‘•real favor with hi customers.
sound, as of small t imbers breaking, and then purjtoses of a good purgative medicine.
the floor was fell giving way in the centre of
Decidedly the best remedy that, lias ever been
I he new style po I age
are
lamp
for Rheumatism, swoolen or stiil'.Ioints,
creeping I lie room. Simultaneously everybody
jumped discovered
around.
Flesh Wounds, Sprains Bruises, Outs, and Burns,
to their feet, for all felt that danger was imis Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. Wo use il, and
is the first law
Tlie tirst
of 1 lie
minent, and

BELl'IMT PRICKS < IHRE\T.
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR

Flour,

Corn Meal
Rye Meal,

thunder shower

<•

mi

occurred

self-preservation

of nature. But, it was too late. Down went
the floor with terrific crash, with its living,
Lox A Field ha\e]phieed -otue very liamlsonie
breathing and frightened human freight,
new signs on their in uranee ortiee. at the head of
dragging with it the gallery and its living
Main street.
mass, and down they went a distance of

Thursday evening,

the listh.

recommend it to our friends.
Within the Whole Range of tonic and alternative
medicines known, none is entitled to fltore considerations than the Peruvian Syrup. In all eases of
enfeebled and debilitated constitution il is the very
remedy needed. The mo t positive proof of Ibis
can be adduced.

always

FARE reduced

|87q

H. L.

TO

CALIFORNIA,

CHICA C 0,

S to 10
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
AND ALL POINTS WEST! VIA THE
00 to 00
1.10 to 1.25 Lamb per lb,
25 to 30
1.25 to 00 Turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
20
lb
to
25
75
70
to
Chickens,
per
Bailey,
00 to 00
00 to 2-50 Ducks, per lb,
Beans,
00 to 00
Marrowfat. Boas, L>.»to 1.50 Geese,
05 to
70 llay per ton,
$11. to IN
Oats,
34
35 to
Lime,
$1.50 to 00
Potatoes,
35 to 40
Dried Apples.
12 Washed Wool,
10 to
25 to 30
0.00 to o.oo Unwashed Wool,
Cooking, d<
40 to 00
2* to 30 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
7 to 00
20 to 22 Hides,
Cheese,
MICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit and
15 to 00 Calf Skins,
17 to 00 Milwaukee
Egg**,
Railroads!
00 Sheep Skins,
75 to $1
20 to
Lard,
THROUGH EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY, making
13 Wood, hard,
10 to
$0.00 to «S
Beef,
direct
connection
between l’ORTLANDand CHICAGO.
Wrood, soil.,
$4.00 to 0
Apples,Baldwin,2.00 to
THROUGH TICKETS TO CANADA, California, and
5 to 0
«•. to
00 Dry PollOek,
Veal,
the
WEST!
.s to 10
Straw,
$X to 10
Dry Cod
$.».001E§U than liyany other route, from
8.00 to 00
17 to 20 Herds Grass,
Clover Seed,
MAOE, to Detroit, Chicago, California,
Si. Panl, St. Uouift, Milwaukee, Cincinnati,
anil all parts WEST anil SOUTH WEST!
THROUGH TRAINS LEAVE DAILY, from Bangor.
Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta, and Portland, and
on arrival of Steamers from
Bangor and St. John, making direct connection, without stopping, to all points as
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EXPENSES and HACKin crowded Cities.
A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure ol Pre- ING
mature Decline, showing how health is lost, and how re- Baggage checked through, without change.
At Refreshment Rooms, and for Sleeping Cars,
of
the
It
a
clear
Synopsis
gained.
Impediments American
gives
money is received at par from passeugers
to Marriage, the treatment of Nf.rvous and Physiholding through tickets.
cal Debility, Sterility &c., and the remedies thereTickets
at lowest rate* via Bouton, Hew
for,—the results ol twenty years’ successful practice. York
Central, Buffalo, ami Detroit.
“There is no member ot society by whom this hook
THROUGH TICKETS can be procured at all the
Will not be luund useful, whether such person holds the Principal Ticket Offices in New
England, New Brunsrelation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.“ | I.ondon wick, and at the
Company’s Office, No. !•>, West Market
Medical Times and Gazette.
Square,

Grand

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Edition.

154tli

MANHOOD,

Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr.
Curtis in the treatment ot the diseases get forth in this
little pamphlet is the patient’s guarantee, and well deserves lor the work its immense circulation.''
Daily

Times.
Sent

by

mail

Author, I>I:.

ou
i'\ rm

SIIACKELL, Gen’l Passenger Agent, Montreal.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent, Bangor,
Tickets for Sale in Belfast by
finHl
JOHN S. CALDWELL.

receipt of 50 cents. Address the
,14 C hapman street, Boston, Mass,
:*.mo38sp

I T l« .4

Bangor.

H.

that the young should learn how to avoid the most at
lllctive diseases always prevalent in civilized communithat men of middle age,
ties, and hardly less
or those more advanced in life, should understand how
the lost powers of manhood may be restored. On these,
and kindred matters, the new medical work entitled
“THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION,’’ by Dr. Hayes, of Boston, contains a surprising
amount ot valuable doctrine and information.
Our
readers may judge of the character ot this interesting
volume bv perusing the advertisement of the Peabody
Medical Institute, in another column.
splm4u

important

Comprising

WEAR.

of which

all the

will

Woolen

IMotice.

Special
I also wish the

LADIES

WARRANTED

a

a

the

From

to

Nice

line assortment of the best of

Paper Collars
at

Supporters,

Very respectfully,
Mrs.

WINDOW SHADES,

LATEST

f>

from three bottles.
Mrs. (1. H. Winnrtt,

Spending last summer with my
mother in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Island

BEST

A7 oiry

Ornamental

Falls, 1 bad a chance to test your medicine and tind it
all it is recommended, and 1 wish to try It again. 1
send you five dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. 8.
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. 11.
sp.imiu

M- A CULLNAN,

house: paiimter.
PAPER-11 ANGING,

GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
WASH INC, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING.
and
Papering
Painting Front Entrys, Parlors and Sitting Rooms made a specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN OIL.
4fK#r*All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
promptly attended to.
Shop in next building North of New Eugland House.
H ILil *l,, Iteifuwi. Iflahie.
:»mos::*»p

Slate

Whitten^V^rriSSfe

•

o
8talliou

-:

stable io North ;

Obituary notice"., beyond the i/ute, na me u uU age .must
paid for. \
In Knox, April 11 John
Sawyer, aged 7~ years.
In Troy, April Nth, Mrs. Sarah W. Philhrick, wife ot

ft. C.

Philbrlck, aged

,V> years.

»-«>««' OB'

BEI.FANT.

ARRIVED.
’s.
Seh. Lillian M. Warren, Hatch, Baltimore,
Sch. Sarah Buck, White, Bangor.
1st. Sell. Romeo, Mathews, Kocki.ort.
Sehs Banner, Curtis, Saco; .lack Downing, Patter-

Apr.

loth.

May
"•

:

*»ill Miami for (!■«•
Stable in
city, on the “Head oi
the Tide Road,”
every vluy in the we.*k, ex
Wednesdays, when he will stand at 1'reeihnsa

I
that
MI*W.

A J ) I ES.

A. A. 1114'ltM. wish.-. to inform
she lias for sale the

Rubber Sleeve

ance.

HI

<1
Pi

SOI i ll

containing
seventy five acres of land; cuts about 2.» I
tons of hay; suitably divided into pas
ture, mowing, and tillage land, about six hundred cords j
second growth wood thereon; comfortable buildings,
and a pleasant location. Apply to the subscriber on tie- !
!
CHARLES PATTERSON.
premises.
South Belfast. April mil, 1870.
*.\\ 11
!
one

■>.

AM

A. D. 1870.

Ebeu E.
JOSEPH
ot

County,

on thosecond Tuesday o!
May next, at ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if anv they hay ,•
why the same should not he allowed.
ASA TH UR LOUGH, Judge
A true copy. Attest-B. P. Fiki.d,
Register. liw-G

At a Probate Court held at lteltast, within and iorth.Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot April
A. D. 1870.
\ LICf, 1. PERR\ widow ol John (’.
Perry, late oi
il Lincolnvllle, in said County o f Waldo, deceased
having presented a petition that an allowance may b.
made her troin the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Alice give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of mis order to be
published
three weeks successively in the Republican Joum.-i
t'robai.
priuted at Belfast, that they may upper
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County,
on the second Tuesday ol Mav next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why lh.
prayer shouli not be granted.
ASA TlfURLOUGH, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register. :iwli
At

Probate Court tield at Belfast, within and lor Liu
on the second Tuesday ot April

a

County of Waldo,
A. 1). 187t*,

widow of Jonathan

Treat, lute
Waldo, deceased,
allowance
having presented
petition
may be
made tier fiom the persoual estate of said deceased
the
said
to
all
That
Deborah
notice
give
Ordered,
persons Interested by cuuslng a copy ot this order to be pub
llshed three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
at Beltast, that they may apjear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said Count),
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten ot the clock,
before noon, aud shew cause, if any they have, why Depraver should not be granted.
ASA TUUKLOl GH, Judge.
n
Atruecopy. Attest—B. I*. Fiki.d, Register.
TREAT,
of Frtukfort, In mild County
DEBORAH
that

IIEIIHOW.

ATTORNEY* AT
WASHINGTON,

a.hipti-h to ladies.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot April

At

a

Bibs,

nut other rubber goo.ls
especially
Uso a choice assortment. ol

IN

lour miles lroiu Cits,
A BELFAST,
hundred mid
about

rj'

Protector,

Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to ail
persons Interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court.to be held at Belfast,within and lor said Coun
ty, on the second Tuesday ol May next, at ten of tinclock before noon, and shew cause, If any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
ASA 1 UUUI.Ol GH, Judge
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register, nvn

Mil I.Fit. Administrator ol the estate til
Smith, late of Lincolnvllle, in said County
Waldo, deceased, having presented tiis tirst account
ol Administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
Transparent and clear a* crystal, it will not soil the persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to b.
finest lahrle—perfectly SAFE, Cl.KAN and El-MCIKN'” published three weeks successively' in the
Republican
-desideratum* MLNG SOCHtlT TOR, and FOUND Journal, printed at Beltast, that they may appear at a
AT LAS 1
ProbiiTe Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud tor said

you

Infant's Shields,
Babies

A
A

«

FARM SITUATED

Fail, Kurgu-

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and lor tInot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Anri1
1). 1870.
the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the pen
tioner give notice to all persons Interested, bv
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon
to be published three weeks
successively in the Republi
can Journal, a paper printed at
Belfast, that they may
appear at ft Probate Court, to be held at the Probat.
Orfice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday m
May next, at ten o’clock in the lorcnoon, and alien
the same should not i.
cause, If any they have,
ASA
granted.
Judge.
Kin
Atruecopy, Attest-B. P.
n, Register. Uwil
a

County

A.

"VITM. G. CROSBY, Administrator de bonis non oi
the Estate of James A. Russ, late ot Belfast, In
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
account of Administration on said estate tor allow

Farm For Sale.

SAILED.
Apr. ~*>. Sell. Cifmeo, McCarty, Boston,
doth. Schs. Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston;
1011, do.
May T Romeo, Mathews, Bangor.

part ol the Homestead of said deceased, that
advantageous oli'er of one thousand dollars has been
made for the same by I. A. Gardner, ot Boston, Mass
which oiler It is for the Interest of all concerned im
mediately to accept, the proceeds thereot to be put out
on interest for the benefit of said minor.
W HKRKFORE your petitioner prays your honor to
grant
him a license to sell and convey said real estate ot said
minor, iincluding me reversion oi the Widow’s dow.
thereon,) to said guardian lor said sum. M. B. HUM

▼ y
si.iu
ilrst

1 illage,
night.
In goingto FREKIIO.il on Wednesday’s toreiu on,
he will pass through IF .4 LDO and 14 FOX Corner, ;
and returning Thursday through MOFTV1JLJLE i
Centre and MORRIMi, arriving home Thursday noon. !
Persons and mares coming from a distance, will be
entertained FREE, at my house and stable during I
It restores and prevents tin- Hair trom
their stay.
becoming Oray,
The above horse is a thorough bred "<' 1.V1IEM* imparts a soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, is
cool
and refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from
was
and
at
James
imported
by
DALE,'
great expense
Higgins. Esq., from RfEfF BRUXNR l( K, ex falling oil, and restores It to a great extent when premapressly to improve the breed of horses in this vicinity turely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors,
This horse is Eight Years old this Spring, weighs cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural heat.
1,400pouu«Im, and is claimed to tie a perfect made
If K.
Patentee, H rot on
horse in every respect. For draught or the road, this Mass. Prepared only by PROt TER IIROTIfhorse has no superior, lie combines immense power, ER.N, Gloucester, Mass. The fienulue is
put up in a
with light easy and graceful action. In order to enable panel bottle, made
express!; lor it, with the name of the
all who desire to improve their block, to avail them
article blown in the glass.
Ask your Druggist for Naselves of the services of this horse, J have concluded to ture’s Hair Restorative, uud take No Other.
reduce the price, and to warrant lor $10.00.
Sold at Wholesale by W. F. Phillips &Co., PortFORD (JAY (Jay Farm.
land, Me., and at Retail by all the Druggists in the State,
swtf
Belfast, April 15th, 1«70.
and elsewhere.
Um40

Bungm.

ion

w

Junction,!

ship news.

THE

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for th.
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol April
A. D 1870.

[i
Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No
SUGAR OF LEAD No LITHARGE—No NITRATE OF SIL1
VER, and is entirely free from
j
!
the Poisonous and Health-de;
!
stroying Drugs used in other
Hair Preparations.

over

i >n:r>.

o1

►

%
!

•imo or IVIoreM at
my
one mile North of the

cept

111

undersigned guardian ot HATTIE M. EDGE
COMB, Minor heir ot ELF.A/.ER EDGHCOMB
iate of Belmont, in said County, deceased,
reape ctlull)
represents that said minor, Is seized and possessed oi
certain real estate, situated In Belmont. being an undi

<1

on

f'liiM

& Co

why
tilLTRLOUGH,

■d

Pi

English Farmer.

Boston, ‘-*oth, by Rev. I.. A. Grimes, Prof. A. L.
Pierce, to Mrs. Louisa P. Arnold, ot this city.
In Liberty April noth, by Alvali Sherman, Es«i., Mr.
Young, to Miss Marcia E. Belden both of
Alphonso
Palermo.

HROS

Is: u.

To the Honorable Judge ol Probate lor the County
Waldo:

At

RESTORATIVE

M

..

In

Iiow.

\. a. TH< IMPSON’S.

HAIR

Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday and I t :
days. At Searsport Village on Tuesday forenoon, at i
Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming home through j
Prospect. Un Saturdays he will be at Belfast.
Ter .ms. To warrant $15. By the Season $r..\ Single j
Service, *7. Colts holden for ser\ iee of the horse.
£. W. SFAVEV
v
u
j
North
*nv ;
Searsport,
May 5. 18,0,

MAUK1KI).

All.

UPON

Morgan.

my

for

an

NATURE’S

This splendid 8TA I.IJOA is six
years
old, stands 10 hands high, and weighs lluo
pounds. Ife was brought from Vermont t»y
1>, E. Eucy, and his predigree is as follows
Morrill C'fiUtf was sired by
Young Morrill Jr., hr
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he bv Wood
bury Morgan, he by Justine Morgan. Old Morrill’s
dam was by Harris Hainbletonian. Morrill Chief’s dam
was by Napoleon, he
by Flint Morgan, he by Sherman
Morgan, and he by Justine Morgan. Morrill Chiefs
Grand Dam by Sherman Morgan Jr., hr by Slu-mian
Morrill t hief will stand at

All Wool Delaines

vlded half

GOODS.

.11141

MORRILL CHIEF,

bearsport

STYLES.

CAM. AM) KXAMTNK AT

GET THE BEST BLOOD !

Bkllhkr

the at-

PROBATE NOTICES

Randolph, Mass,, October lu, 1SG:j.
P A 1 N T IJST (;
Mrs, 1 >kia jikr—I had been a sutlerer tor seven years
in a superior manner by VVM
before I know about
M HAM at
your Medicine. 1 had no faith, lor
his old place over Mr.
l had tried various kinds of Medicines and several
shop.
Physicians, and was only relieved lor a short time. I will Church i None
N.
but the nicest carriage work solicited.
cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this
:av *;
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, without the aid uf

quality

Belfast, April

Waldoboro, May 5, 1870.

DONE

House in New

attracting

are

SIMONTON

ECEIVED this day 35 pieces ot BROA1)
1 CLOTHi, BROW S, RLtE. IILA( h
DOESIilAi anti <• 4 S S IMjfJAJtCJT
REREi, which we are prepared to makeup at short
notice or sell by the yard.
K AWSt >N it ST AH I,.
1 \v l
Waldoboro, May 5, 1S70.

and

Bankrupt

'Waiting

St., Belfast.

NOTICE.

Carriage, Sign

City

SPECIAL BARGAINS

RITTERS,

THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from an Indian Receipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure.
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Mannfactur*
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass,
Sold by 8. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,
and by all Druggists.
PRICK—Onk Dollar per bottle.

1.50

25 cts. per yard.
Dress Prints 10 cts. per yard
Cotton Hose 12 cts. per pair.

Democratic

Cure lor Female Weakness.

at

tention of Customers

life time.

High

a

York

tit, and

No. 10, Williamson's Block,

County Committee of Waldo Coun
npiiK
-I ty, are requested to meet in Belfast, on Thursday,
May 12, at lo o’clock A. M. lor the purpose of appointAnd take no other. See that the portrait ot Dr. Clarke ing Town Committees for such towns as have not chosen
is upon the label of each bottle. No other Is genuine. them; also, to transact any other business that may he
deemed necessary,
1 wspi:>
PER ORDER.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

SI.00

Dress Goods,

PATTERN

I

ASk HH! UK. CLARKE’S SHERRI WINK

as

larger quantities and lower
prices than at any store in

send

to

get a nice

Cults, Neck Ties, &e.,

and
NEW BOUNTY.

fun42.

low

as

Tapestries selling

In

Linen &

who enlisted between Slay 4. and
^'JLDlUIiS
duly
The Confessions of an Invalid.
W-'d lin’d for three years (it not
already paidi may
aote obtain , I Oil
FOR
THE
OF
Bounty by applying in person or by
BENEFIT
YOUNG
PUBLISHED
GEO. H.M.BARRETT,
MEN, and others who suffer from Nervous Debility, l<“tll'r,n
;
etc., supplying the means of self-cure. W’ritten by one
UOCKPOIiT, Mai.nk.
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post paid
directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn. N, Y.

Carpets

Lowest Price lor Lash ? j CURTAINS & FIXTURES,

Also

is Informed tliat tlie subscriber lias resumed the DYKING business at the above
place.
Work usually done at sucli establishments left with S A.
BLACK at the Bonnet Bleachery, High St. Belfast, or
it the DYH HOUSE, will be
promptly attended to.
Jw-TC
Belfast, May 5,1870.
I. G. ALLEN.

Patterns

new

just received.

CUT and

he

Carpet

a

Simonton Eros. & Co.
And examine the

MADE to order at the

will last

public

I

IN THE MARKET.

Any

purchase

call at

Knobby, Genteel & Modest Styles

Cut,

HEAD of TIDE, BELFAST.
THE

For GENTLEMEN’S

SHIRT

A T-

to

GOODS

all the MEN FOLKS and

BELFAST DYE HOUSE

I.li-IMPORTAHT

LORD CARPETINGS.

HAS JUST RECEIVED a SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF If you wish

"Trunk

RAILWAY,

1

on

Ig70.

Rye,

■

—

JOURNAL.

Belfast, Wednesday, May 4th, lb70.
12 to 14
$fi.00 to 101-2 Round Hog,
1.30 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
$32 to 34

'■

■

T1IE

LAW,

ot

an

printed

L). C.

Office, Cor. I 1-2 and I) Sts., /
)
Opposite City Iiall.

''.mobis
j
.ubin’s, Condray's and Rimmel's Perfumes,
THEY ABIE (OIIBYiJ!
Toilet Powders,
Soaps,
Lavender Water,
Pomades, &c.
THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE!!
Verbena Water
Magnolia Water,
*>/\/A / k/ W A More or less of those nice St.
f -lollns ti n O k E II ALEFlorida Water,
Ol IU,UI
Bay Water,
\nd the Celebrated Aromatic Toilet Vinegar. WMVE8 will he received per Steamer City ot Rich j
mond, the coming season, and will he sold at

BANKRUPTCY

NOTICES.

■■

Please call, whether you wish to purchase or not. All
roods chcerlully shown. 1 ho ladies of Searsport, and
VLL the surrounding towns, are respectfully invited
o call at
i%«#. ;§, Hiiiadeii'n ltloc*k.
IwTV
Belfast, May 1, IS.u.

vale or Retail. They will be sold to the Trade
at Boston prices, freight and other expenses otr. Conntry Traders will please send their orders.
The Subscriber would say to his friends and patrons,
that he is still in the

EXCELSIOR BANU

and all that will favor him with n call will be used right.
All kinds of FreMla and Pickled Fi*l« constantly
on hand.
50 Did*. more of that Edtile Ueauh Flour just
received and for sale for $8.50 per hbl.
A. E. DURHAM.
8wll
Belfast, April 20th, ls.'o.

;;

Fish and Grocery Business,

Ill

BENEFIT.

proceeds

in

to he

Set ul

a

HENRY HEIMS,
nirfet. nonrov.
Manufacturer of

\o. loo Ni iuicnr

lnstru

Billiard.
....

Orchestra Chairs,
Doors open at r. Concert to

<

t»

(

50 Cents.
oiumence at s o’clock.

Belfast, Api 11 2,', 1S70.

Itaiid
kite

and

for

me a

rail.

sale

at tlae loweat
R. F. WILMARTH,

price*,
Agent.

:.\vi h

NOTICE.

Mrs* M. A. Snow

rpilK AGENTS OF THE SEVERAL SCHOOL CIS
X. TRICTS, of the City of Belfast, are requested to
just returned lrom Massachusetts, and will re- meet the Superintending School Committee of said City,
open her rooms Monday, May 9th, 18,0. Thanking at the High School Room, in Central District,, ou Satur
her friends tor past lavors, she would he grateful for a
day the 14th day ot May next, at loot the clock A. M.,
.‘ontinuaneo of

HAS

their patronage.

lwn

J

Committee.

.IAS. W. WEBSTER,)

Freedom Notice.
valuable consideration I have given to my son,
LriHF.it A. CiKORUK, his time, from this date until
he shall be of legal age. 1 shall claim none of his earnings, nor he responsible for any debts contracted by him
after this date.
SAMUEL 1*. (1KORGE,

1^0K

for consultation upon School matters.
PHILO HKRSEY.
)
ITMO. THORNDIKE S. S.

Belfast, April 2f»th, 1870.

3w42.

u

Frankfort, April 27,1870.

AUCTION.
itinl Uiiildinga hi Worth|iorl
I

HJO l

l O »

Sugar Sc Molasses.
SUGAR.

BOXES OF HAVANA
1 i
M HI 25 Hhds. Centrifugal Sugar.
148 Hhds. and 25 Teirces Superior quality of Remedies
MOLASSES per “Se‘h. H. Curtis,*’ from Havana and

Caibarien.

l»>

:u:» Hhds.
i
.'*7 Teirces \ Victorie, San .lose, and Musca-udo MOLASSES, per “Brig Isaac Carver” from Mntanzas. For
sale by
It. 2*1 B L E V & SON.
lw4 Jf
Belfast, April 27, 1870

SATURDAY, May H, is~o, at
o’clock, I*. M. will be sold, the well
known larm, situated in Northport
known as the Dea. Palmer farm.
This
WATTERS, M. !».,
farm is about 1-2 mile from Saturday
the
Beech llill road. Contains 7f» acres good land
Cove,on
large apple orchard. From 200 to .‘100 cords of second rifYswiAN, sum;u<t v a- a<'< •om'irum
growth wood in line growing condition. Buildings urea 1 ROULSTONE’S BLOCK,
Searsport, Maine.
1-2 story House nine years old in good
repair, Barn dox lo
REFERENCES; Dr. Buchanan, Philadelphia, Dr.
and other out buildings. This place is
sit
beautifully
Stockton.
Henderson,
4w4‘.\
uated commanding a full view of Penobscot
Bay and Islands in a first-rate neighborhood and is
every way a desirable place. This sale is positive without limit or reTO STOP SNORING.
serve.
Terms at sale. If stormy, sale will be postponed
to next fair day (Sunday excepted).
A SURE THING. Afllicted Husbands, Wives, BrothSAMUEL LAWK.
ers, Sinters, every one who snores send Gu ct-*, and stamp
I to Box 310 Hyde Park Mass.
2wm
v\
CHAS. C. CRARY, Auctioneer.
On

yyM.

J |OW

order to avail themselves of

KA1 1 JtOAI)

|

Tables

WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION
Mew and Second Hand Tallies alttuy* ou

TRUNKS!!

WM. P. BURRILL & CO.,
lu

at

Bayfori Hall, Friday Evening, May 6,1870.
New
invested

The

TRUNKS!

IK UK LI1'AST FACKLSIOit MINSTRELS and
Band will close the Season with one more of their

Popular Entertainments

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
nnUK

|

Have

FACILITIES,

commenced the Manufacture of

TRUN KL S
In

all

Varieties ami
IN

BKLFAST,

I IIK

CITY

Styles,

OK

the west side ol Phenlx.

How, over Black’s
Straw Factory.
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap ns they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.
■IE 1* 41ill TV<4

llO!VC.
W. r. BURRII.l., It CO.

Belfast. April 26, 1870.

tf42

next Court of Bankruptcy, lor the Count y ..i
A.
Waldo, will he held at Belfast, June .',18. 0, ul
PETER THACHER.
o'clock, P, M.
Register ah District, Maine.
.wil
Belfast, April l. 1870.

To the Honorable the County <'"nimo.1 u-,
(he County of Waldo.
ATTHERKAS, the Belfast and Mooseheadl.uk. Kali
road Company, by their President and Directors
f f
thereunto duly authorized and empowered, have hereto
fore tiled with you, their location of that section of their
said road that lies between Holt's Wharf, so called, in
said Bcliast.and the southern terminus of said road.
And whereas said road, as so located, passes over land
owned, as far as your Petitioners have been able to as
certain, by the following named persons, \u William
Holt, John Peirce, James White and A. k. P. Moore.
John Stevens, Benjamin Poor, Frank W. Berry and
Wife, Mrs. Berry, Stephen S. Lewis, W. <>. Alden, heliof Rufus B. Allyn, late of Belfast, Josiah Hall, Daniel
iiaraden, or heirs of John llaraden, Reuben Sibley,
William or J. W. Frederick, Win. B. Swan, Daniel Lam
Jr., Belfast Foundry Company, Mary M. or Joseph f
Hall, Samuel Swcetsoi Mathews & Co., llaii A t oopei
Wm. Pitcher, and heirs of Josiah Simpson.
And whereas said Company Is desirous to take so
much of the land aforesaid, covered by said location an.1
contiguous thereto as may he required for the construe
tion and necessary convenience of said road as provide J

by law.

Wherefore said Cumpany respectfully prav* this lk>u.
Cuurt to proceed after due notice to the parties interest
ed, to establish the damages sustained by tlie parti.
whose laud may be required and taken lor the purposes
aforesaid, according to the form of the Statute in such
made and provided.
Dated at Belfast tills twenty third d.iv
1870.
Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad

cases

Nou-Residont Taxes
In (he toirn

of /‘rot'pect, in the County of HTul>toi for the

year 1800.
fT’HIK following list of Taxes on real estate of non4. resident owners in the town ot Prospect, lor the
year of i860, in bills committed to Daniel Uerriman,
Collector of said town, on the twenty-first day of May,
I860, has been returned by him to me as remaining un
paid, on the eleventh day of April, 1870, by his certificate ot that date, and now remains unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes, internet, and charges,
are not paid into the Treasury ot said Town within
eighteen months from the date of the commitment of the
said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be
sullicient to pay the amount due thereon, Including interest and charges, will without further notice be sold
at Public Auction, at the store ot .Jeremiah Grant in
said town, ou Saturday the twenty-sixth day ot November 1870, at one o’clock in the alternoon.
N. B. Here follows the li«t it being tin1 same made
by the Collector to the Treasurer.
Value.
Tux.
$7.fs:t
$.‘100,
Marcellas Kmery, Co Acres Marsh,
land
175.
4.5?
1--'
Acres
Frankfort Granite Co., Ft
Waldo Granite Co., 25 Acres land, $1200
‘-'»w
Two Shops, $75, 2 Oxen $125,
1u<j 15oo
‘TO. 15
One Wharf,
125
Alfred Berry 25 acres of laud
ou
215
One House, $40, 1 Bam $50,
5.61

Prospect, April 22, 1

>

o.

ARTHUR HKAGAN.
Treasurer of Prospect.
oW42

AXF.L

d

April, A.

i»

Company, by

HAY FORD, their President.

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo, ss. County Commissioners’ Court, April
Term, A. D. 1870.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the County
Commissioners meet at the Court House, In Bei
on
Monday the 30th day of May next, at lu o’clock
fast,
A. M ; and thence proceed to view the route set forth in
the Petition; immediately after which at some conven
ieut place lu the vicinity, a hearing of the parties ami

ON

their witnesses will be had, and such further measure.*,
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge
proper. And it la further Ordered, That notice of the
time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting
aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations lu
tercsted by serving an attested
Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the city ot
Belfast, and each one ot the before named persons over
whose land said railroad passes ,and by posting up the
same in three
public places iu said citv. and by publishing the same in the Republican Journal and Progressive
Age, public Newspapers published in said County, said
publication and each of the other notices to be
days before the time appointed for said view, that all
may appear and be heard 11 they think proper.
Attest-S. L. MILL! KEN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest-S. L. MILLIKKN, Clerk.

thirty

MARY.

AND

A living heart.
Hashed all across with scarlet stains of
And broke in part;

AXES, BELTING and
SAWS of all descriptions.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
MILL FURNISHINGS.
ADJUSTABLE POINTS,
or
with
PATENT
Solid Teeth,
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.

Doston. Mass.,

all these chains of cruel wrong and anguish,
This load of grief
Wherewith my soul doth part, and mourn, and lan-

guish,

live me relief!

far home is not Thy soul still tender
For mortal woe?
Ibai'-t Thou not still amid that spotless splendor
The seraphs know?

Thy

m turn Thy human eyes from heavenly glory!
Say as before
I hose tciiderest words of all Thy gospel story—
‘•(in, sin no more!”
From the May number of Lippiucott’s Magazine.

CURIOUS

STREAK

OF

PAT ENTS.
Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent arc advised to counsel with MUNN & CO., editors of the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims before
the Patent Olliee tor over Twenty Years. Their American and European Patent Agency is the most extensive
in the world.
Charges less than any other reliable
agency, A pamphlet containing lull instructions to inventors is sent gratis.
Park Row, New York.
MUNN & CO.,

MflllCT A OLItTC forced to grow in six weeks.
VvlUUu I A|#nCd Receipt sent for 50 eta. Address H. RICHARDS, Box
New York P. O.

Aromatic

Several months ago it was discovered by
the managers of the Louisiana State Lottery
that the sii),000 prize had been sold, but
week by week rolled by and no claimant appeared with the fortunate ticket. For some
’cist the managers have been congratuOm
latin'; themselves upon the fact of its being
hid nr destroyed, and had almost ceased to
look for its appearance under any circumstances.
Day before yesterday it appeared
at
the counter, having been forwarded lor
collection from Chicago, and of course was
paid immediately upon presentation. An induin' into it s delay revealed the fact that a re.-cut sale of unclaimed packages took place in
the express ofli.ee in Chicago, where numerims trunks, boxes and bundles sold at ridiculous prices, both above and below their rates
iafterward discovered. A boy among the
crowd purchased a rather dilapidated packinage that was offered for $1,35, and upon
s-ligating its contents, found them to consist ;if a bundle of song hooks and a Louisiana lottery ticket.
Disgusted with his ill
luck, he immediately sold the lot to an old
darkey standing near, who carried it to his
'•mploycr a large corn factor, for investigation. The payment of the $10,000 over the
counter is the result of that investigation,
and makes a fitting moial to the story.

SPORT

IN_THE

Times.

WEST.

Tht' passengers on the morning train leavthis city for Cherokee on the Iowa Falls
a ml Sioux City Railroad were not only spectators but participants in one of the most exciting races that has come within the range
of our experience.
On last Saturday morning, when between
banners and Cherokee, the train in rounding a curve thundered down on a drove of
fourteen large, full grown elk, which were
'inietly browsing on the open prairie about
fifty yards west of the track. Startled thus
iddenly from their quietude they immediately started off on a full run, no doubt expecting to distance the frightful monster that
had so suddenly broken in upon them while
they were eating their morning meal. Forward dashed the elk, while closely following
in their wake came the fiery locomotive and
attendant ears, livery person on hoard the
train immediately rushed to the windows and
the platforms and became excited participants
At first the elk gained on the
in the race.
train, but engineer Prescott, not wishing to
let muscle distance steam, let on a little
more of the latter, and the engine again commenced to gain.
Occasionally the elk would sheer toward
the track witli the seeming intention of crossing it; but a “toot" from the locomotive’s
whistle would deter them from their purpose.
I'lic race continued for about six miles over
tlie level prairie. The train coming to a
down grade gained rapidly on the affrighted
elk. becoming satisfied that further attempts
to distance the never-tiring pursuer w^ild
be useless, they sheered off into t.ie open,
prairie, after having kept the lead for,upward
of six miles.

Jlcto
Theological School.—Unitarian;
educites Ministers; $100 a year to poor students;
begins Aug. 20. Apply to A. A. Licermore, MeadvlUe Fa.

M'euilville
NEW

■look.—Agents sell too per week. Price
Address I.. SThlJBINS, Hartford, Ct.

AGENTS

$5.

WANTED

FOII

China and the
United States.
Tli«* iuoMt IntrreMiiu^,
eut«rtalnin{C, able
anil thorough IBook of the
ilaj, on an «n<
-io^in; ami popular nubject. 700 P«r«i,
40 full-pagre Illustrations.
Dj Mov. William Mpoer, JO. IB., Corresponding’ Secretary of the l»resbyterian Board of Education. foriuerlr Missionary In China and to
the Chinese in California.
believe that there are not Jive
men, European or
hnertcan, who are as thoroughly acquainted as Dr.
with the Chinese in their own
country tee think
other man so fully conversant with the Chinese in

alifornia.”— Harper's Magazine.
Sold only by subscription.
Send for descriptive Circular ami terms. Address
*. ft. NCRAITOH A CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

ACiBSTH WAmm.-" Ladies of the
I^OK
IJ n lute Jlouse.” No
Stf*el
opposition.

K'&pld sales. For circulars, address U.
Y., Cincinnati and Chicago.

1N.

S.

engravingB.

Publishing

UTAH NPAAGLEB IB A (V f Ell.- A large 40
column paper, Ledger size, illustrated. Devoted to
Sketches, Poetry, Wit, Humor, genuine fun. Nonsense
of a sensible kind), and to the
exposure ot Swindling,
Humbugs, &c. Only 7a cts, a yeur.aud a superb engravM‘<
KvangeUne/' 1 l-i*x2 leet, oratis, .‘{0,000 circulation.
Money refunded to all who ask it. It is wide-awake
fearless, truthful. Try it now.
15 ct*. * year’
Specimens FREE. Address “BANNER,” Hinsdale,

WASTED, A(lEXT«.-^0 Watch free, given
▼ V
gratis to every live man who will act as our
Agent. Business light and honorable; pays B30 per
Address
12. Monroe Kennedy if Co.,
day.
Pittsburgh Pa.

§OLD BY ALL !• 115."CJ€51 STS.
or
for
Doctor
rour
Driigi>i»t
<IUmE-it equals (bitter) Quinine,
M’Pd by Stearns, Farr & Co.,Chemists, New York.

AKH
SWEET

“Buy Me,

and I’ll Do You Good.”

Du. Linci.ey’s Root ami II«*rS» Bitters area
sure remedy lor Liver Complaint in all its forms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache and liillious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resCt diseases of all kinds. G EO. C. GOODWIN
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

A Model House.
Being a cripple, I have made house planning a special
study. One «*uilt last season has proved a model of convenience, beauty, and economy. Descriptive circulars
of I’laua, Views, etc., with general information of value
to all, sent free. Address (with stamp or script if convenient.) GEO. J. COLBY, Architect, Waterbury,
Vermont.
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PSYCHOMANCY.

stock in the

large

Store, Tapestries selling at $1.50

designs,

new

large
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A

been made in this
Nice

Poplins

have

just

prices
department.

CITY

NEW

YORK
Williumllrvri.

THIS

yd.

GOODS
half

States

or

Especial

Europe.

Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
and Friday mornings ato’clock.
will be ticketed through to Boston and all
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats
ever built, of remarkable
speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will be taken to
insure their comfort and safety.
Belfast, April 27, 1870.
tf-1'2

Passengers

J. I. WATTS, General Agent,

)
j
)■

South

and

see

Now
in

offered

chine thread 8 cts. per

Line

Spring Arrangements for 1870.

katahdin,
LA}

c,ock 1

0

1

■

prices

Monday, April 4th, at

NTEAXER

Thu

other store in the

every W0N,,AY “0

INLAND ROUTE TO

MT. DESERT AND

MACHIAS,

We would call

Country

ins”*1

Rt

,J

the

^r*>Wlbr?d“

the

largest

this

of

Merchants to the

had in the Western Markets.

leave Machiasport every Tucsda
clock’ touching at the above named land

Ittamer Lewiston will receive freight for the lamlinc
the Penobscot River (as far L the ice
fl
reshipped at Rockland by the Sanford line *permit8

on

„

to he

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General A -ent
Portland March 10,1870.
tl!0

BAMGOB & BOSTON.
PROPELLOR LINE.

STEAMSHIP
MANUFACTURING CO., VT.
purchased the patenta, atock and eood
ALLIANC
K
will of the Sanapaon Meal* C.aapanr offer
Capt. T. K. SIIUTE,
lor Bale Scales of every description of the 8 AMpjuiiw
Will commence her regular trips between Ranenr
and HOWK Patent..
Boston, TUURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1870, touching at
Constantly cn hand and for Bale by
fast, Sandy Point, ltucksport, Winterport und Ran 1
A. A. FRAZAR * CO.,
Freight and passengers tiken at raasonable rates,
HO Federal dt., lloaton.
S. S. LEWIS & SON Agents
'ate Ventral Agentsfor Sew England unit
Canada.)
Rvlfast, April (i, 1870.
THE BRANDON

see

these

Goods,

and

be convinced that Simonton
Bros. & Co. recognize the motto

that, “quick sales and small profit”
is for the mutual

advantage of us all.

fJW'JWW

SIMONTON BROS. <Sc. CO.

BELFAST, Maine.
t!39

l'UICKS.

city. PARLOR SUITS

of

the

OPEN IN'O.

SETS, KTAUERES, SIDEBOARDS,
our

Ac., Ac.

C. D. FIELD.

ms

ET*. readv made.at LOW

(oirns (heap.

No. 11 Phoenix Row.
(J. 1).

FIKLU,

tils

UAT11KHS.

A. B.

they wi

Mi. FOSTER'S

Iy4

A. B. MATHEWS.

of

Price.

g

LAZARUS & MORRIS’
K H K A T JO O

Spectacles

Invigorator

Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by the excessvc use of alchollc li<iuors, and etlectually destroys
the
appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful con-

dition. As a medicine it is Quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Deraugements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
has stood the test of
years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sufferingfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
will insure sweet and rc
wine glass full before
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
in pint bottles
induce this lie has put up the
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 45 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by 8. A. 1IOWE8 A CO.
In Stockton, by JOII.IT M. ARE* and MRS. |»
E. KIMBALL.
Iv5

retiring

H.

COOPEH is still at the old stand of
HALLS & COOPER,

where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, Lime, Manil and
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectlully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. If. COOPER,
Uelfast, Ecb. 10,1870.
t!32

^POKE8t

false certificates and references, and recommend
ations ot their medicines by the. dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their im
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualitit s and effects ot different herbs aud plants
tind ascribe all the same to their Fills, llxtructs, Sped tic*
&c., most of which,1! not all, contain Mercury, oeeau*
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,v but now
known to “kill more than is
and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QlAClv DOCTORS AND

other
to all his
no

Me.

^EPICAL
THE

H I \ AT I O \

maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts
bpeciftc, Antidote, Ike., both relying upon its effects In
a few iu a hundred, it is trumpeted in vurious
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said ot
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are leit to linger and sutler for months or years, until re
lieved or cured, it posssihle, by competent physicians.

curing

RUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known tt
some Quack doctors and nostrum makers, yet, regurdles*
of the lile and health ol others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in tin u
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained foi
professedly curing, or the dollar,” or fraction <>i It.”
1

trum
may be obtained for the u
dec* ived, also, and spend large
meats with ipiackeiy.
DR. Dl.Vb

I) i a

.5
3

AND

for tie
have just arrived ii
a
ot
the
lull supply
celebrate*
CMflVERftlTl MEUIOIIEft. These Cura
tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New Yorl
Medical University. What may seem almost incredibh
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Bool
free, containing important Physiological informatioi:
tor everybody. Agents wanted in every town in tin
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any
one desiring an agency for the sale of the Universifx
We

Medicines.
F. 1*. HENDERSON, M
I)., Consulting Physician
cured by Contract. Medical Advice, free, otii *
hours, from 8 o'clock in the morning to K o’clock in tin
evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
University Branch, 2'*0 Congre ss St.,
tf2i
Portland’Maine.

cases

I'll a;

Hito.s and

Efects

:i,

are

Stings,

Sprains, Dysentery,

6fi
a

Sick & Nervous Head-

ache, Pimples on the Skin,
hilhlains, Worms in Children.

BRANCH,

STAPLES, Agents

J

Colic, Cramps,

250 CONGRESS ST., Portland. Me.
State of Maine.
nKNDERSON
PORTLAND with

Its

Burns,

o

Magical

Aak your Druggist for it. and if he lias net f/ot it, he
will order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No. L's Winter St., Huston, Mass.
This Association are also Proprietors and Manufaetu
rers of Ur. Foster’s justly celebrated Catarrh
Remedy.
lyrJb

B. SWAN St CO., having purchased tin
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of 11..1. AN
DERSON, Ju„ are now opening an entire new stock
consisting in part of the following articles.

CONSTANCE KID CLOVE,

Excelled by none.
ONCE WORN ALWAYSTHE

FAVORITE.';

EVERY LADY SHOULD ASK FOR IT.
bv all the principal L)rv Goods Stores in No*
Hit IM
England.
IIHOH> a CO. M»l<
n SUMMKK STKKKT UO.STON.
:im:ti

WILLIAM

ARKER’SV
WpEjltyP*?

CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE
FLOUR, COFFEE
RIO
HAVANA
PORK,
JAPAN TEA
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG*
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &c.
A lull and complete assortment ot Groceries, which w»
invite

purchasers

to call and

examine,

and

we

will

make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
Belfast, May 1,1869.
tft.j

BONNET

<Y

(7\

SHOTGUN
BEST IN THE

WORLD.ijl

BLEACHER Y.

BONNETS and IlATSJbleached or colored,
and made into the latest styles promptly and neatly. Men and Boys Straw and Panama Hats bleached,
colored and shaped.
We have also a lot of men and ^ boys ‘[Canton Straw

LADIES

! charges

are very moderate.
C'Miimunn ations sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy aud confidence, whatever may be the disease, cun
dition or situation of any one, married «>r sing!
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot
n
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain on* dollar t<

S. A. BLACK &

Belfast, Marcli 29, 1870.

CO., High

SPOKES!

The subscriber has just received from New Hampshire
Ten Thousand best Hickery and White Oak Spokes’
lorm 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 Inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, PHENIX ROW.
H3?
OAKES AN(TIER,

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

II tm (irant Cigar
Tip is a no\>
& a
:50c
P. o. Box taoo.N

pleasure, samples
GENTLEMEN. |A.|ty Grant,
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whatever that
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what is

the Mackii
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either re-pure or wish to know, but
explained, and many matters of tin mo t
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\'Al.i un.i B.m.k,.
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medical work- of Dr Albert II.
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tans

without

am

others

Leaned the valuabb-

't hese books
in .v< rv m
ordei
ot aim in in
heap
able trash, published by irresponsible
parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, blit are written bv a re
sponsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a
source ©f instruction on vital
mutter',concerning which
lamentable ignorance exist.'.
The important subjectpresented are treated with delicacy, ability and care, and,
as an appendix, many ii-rtul
presri ipt i ->u> for | rev ailing
\
complaints are added.— ; 1 ■■■■s
>ri, /.amnstei
II., Sept. 7, KxiH*.

I)k. Hayks Is one of the
a ns ot the day, and is
our race for these invaluable

physic

Ilave>.

a'pluec

mo t
learned and popului
entitled to the gratitude of

production.-,

it

seems

to

be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the cans,
those diseases to which
they .ire snbjeet, and he tells
them just how and when to do it
/iirmi-n cf, om
cle, f'art’iint/ton, Me., Sept.
lspu.
These are truly scientific and popular work- bv Dr
Hayen, one of the most learned and popular phv.-ucians
ot tin day.
The Medical and Surgical Journal Julv
•’
1869.
ol

Price ol SC1ENVE OF.I IFF, -l.o o.
PlIVSlOlAHJ^
OF WOMAN AND HER DISK. VSES. f ; on.
In ,UI
ley morocco, lull gilt, $:».G0, Postage

paid.
Either hook sent by mail on rer. ipt ol
price.
Address “Thk Pkahody Mini. vi. In-mi n
,,r
Du. H
ES, No. 4 Bullinch Street, Boston
N. IF—Dr. H. may bo consulted in strictest confidence
on all diseases re.juiriug
skill, secresy and experience
and

Ckktain

Kkf.ikk,

iy11

THE

I.A DIES.—The celebrated DK. L. DI\
1. particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, M Endieotf sr
Boston, Mass., which they will lind arranged fur their
special accommodation.
DK. D1X having devoted over twmiy years iu this
particular branch ol the treatment ot all di- p,,
ir
to females, it is now conceded by all, Noth in this
:ry and Europe, that he excels ill oth. r known praetn
oners iu the safe, speedy and effectn
tr. atm.-it ni
einale complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express
purpose
>f removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness
nu
natural suppressions, enlargements of the wornh also all
which
flow
Iruin a morbid state ot the
lisenarges
blood
rue Doctor la now fully prepared to treat In hla
tyle, b..th iu«lt -ally aud nurglcally, all disea-.- ot 11..emulc Hex, ami they are
rcapecltull> invited to call .i
S«. *1

('.min

AND

A<;i

All Icttern

Northport,

LADIES. (tree.

A Hook for l.» on Woman,
Entitled SEXl Al. 1*11 \ SlOl.cH. N OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or, Woman rm.Air.n ok Fin

pecullui

Farm For Sale-

most Useful article
Circulars
your use.
Mrs. Morgan, P. o. Box. 2438, N Y.

nn

eouii

Street.
Jmos.i*

Eugenie is tfie
(Tho
kwer iuvented for

i.\

li, or the iM-isrtr rinvs ..r I- v
of nu
years. Tills Is indeed a hi ok fm ivory m.iu. Frio
only One Dollar. >.'» page-. bound in cloth. DU A. H.
HA\ Kb, Author

fT^O

re-

A Farm, situate in
on the
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and
one from Saturday Cove, containing
about fifty acres of land ; cuts about 15
tons ot hay; a
pasture; well fenced;
of
an orchard ana cranberry bog and a
water;
plenty
A house, barn and out buildings.
pleasant location.
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the subscriber on the premises.
F. A. DICKEY.
tf?W
Northport, April 4. 1870.

Eudicott St. Bostou, Mass,

Vor

Invioi.ani.k Ski’kk.sy

lints to be sold very low.
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gardless of Cost.
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Bellas!, Maine.
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Ignorance
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SCIENCE OK I IKK, „r SKI.K- 1‘UKSKKV A
A Medical Treatise on the Came and Cure ot
EXHAUSTED VlTAI I1Y, 1'Kl.M AT I 1.1
Dl'M.M. IN
Alia I'll Y slv A !. 1H I' till Y
Man, NKKVOl
11 Y pen ll
ON l, Hi A and all Other disea-r- irismg from tin Kkioms

Neuralgia.

CJreen’n Landing
hale, Wholesale and Retail, by

f the Quack Doctor,
knowing
remedy, he relies upon Mi.uci ky aud gives it
in
Fills,
Drops, &c., so the Nostrum
patients,

Through

run

6tn40

M.

QU AC K Ni>STRl M M A K K US,

through

I ION.

S)

Address,

NOTICE.

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

ou!y

I'l Bi.isiii h

>

o

receipt

Ql. ArKS,

K

PEAIiODY MEDICAL, INSTITUTE,
(Opposite Revere- Mouse.
1000 Copios Sold tho Last Year.

1'i.r 8:l!e

C K I,

A.M) IN A 1

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

h

on

ot

who know little of the nature aud character of
Special
Disease and less to their cure. Some exhibit forg. d
Diplomas ol Institution® or Colleges, which never existed
In any part ot the world, others exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not
assuming aud
Advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to turtber their imposition assftmc names of other cel’
gyrated physicians h-n- -iuee d-ad. Nritln r be deceived

insure an answer.
Address 1)k. L. Dix, No. 21
Boston Jan. 1 lJCu— I vr

a
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stock of

Invigorator

Ladies, call and

II Aim HOO» ( ASH

fl

qunlity and prices of our
MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT

TABLES,

sizes, from two feet to six feet six

WAITI'T ( MMHETM always on hand, oi made
to order, and trimmed in the! a I KST STYI.F.

ft. A. HO W Eft A ( U.

mid EYE id LASSES.

will
0

th

w

For

large stock of COMMON EURNIEOOK
J TURK. PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS.
CHAIRS,

city

attention

or

EATO\ «& ( ».,

Furniture

Perfected

job
lots that will be disposed
of at lower prices
than they can be

WILL leave Railroad Wharf
every FRIDAY EVENING, at lu o’clock, (commencini
18th, inst.) for Machiasport, touching at Rockland

Returning

at any

JOBBERS.

0»e

Jonesport.001*

the pur-

hand ol all

pretentions

NOSTRl M>MAKERS.

METALLIC CASES

2

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

spool.

dollar,

21

*S*For Sale at CALVIN 1! K It V JOY’S, Agent, lie Hast.
•JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.
ttio

LEWISTON,
CIIAS.

^ 8tdgWiCk'- “f-

please

penny earned.'"

Belfast, Nov. 15,1869.

always on

and

on or

Instant Relief from Pain!

Prints,

chaser, and lower than

Trip*

!*osto,‘ '‘very TCKSPAY and FRI
M., until further notice.
UEO. U. WELLS, Agent.

that will

DEPOSITS

Special Agents,

FOR

rauiWDAvl^&W

N. B.—All let ors must contain one
not be answerer.
Office hours fiom 8 A. m. to 9 r, m.
Boston July 25 1869.

to

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
many ol whom consult him in critical cases, because o
his acknowledged skill and reputation, alt dned
througt
so long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUN A I E,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentation f.-tlst- prornis.

or

Soft Finished Ma-

BOSTON & LOWELL. Cotton Cloths &

makr

very few days. So invariably certain is this new mod
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield unde
it, find the nttlict3d person soon rejoices in perfect hcultl
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in th
cure of diseases if women than any other physician i
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wis
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attei
tion to an office practice lor the cure ot Private Disease
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in tl:

! IOOH ? at the

CUSTOM
LOOK
CHAMBER

Thread, (200 yds.) 3 cents

spool.

a

before the 1st of December,
January, February, March or April, will be placed
upon interest on the 1st of each month,
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, troin 9
to I A. M.. and 2 to4 1*. M. Saturdays from yto 12 A..M.
JOHN II. OLIMBV.Treas.
ASA FAUNCE, 1‘rest,
made

No. 7 End

c
Prolapsus
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Aibus, Suppression, an
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on nei
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in

KROCI.AU GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

ONLY

cured,’

DEPOSIT.

A Sure Cure arid Instant Relief

J

LATEST STYLES
.1 U S T

0 0T T 0 N.

and

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

at

per

“A penny saved is

Brooks, Me.

WHAT-NOTS, Ac.. Ac,

SAN FORI >\s

Will

POW,

No. 11 PHCENIX ROW,

25 cents.

Ward’s

TIME TO

cott

es

LOOK! LOOK!

holes, selling TWO boxes for

SPOOL

Savings Bank
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To Females in Delicate Health
Physician
Surgeon,
DB.
St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseai
incident to tie female system.
Uteri

n

any per.iuL

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid and escape imposition ot foreign and native
more
numerous in Boston than in other
quacks,
u-.
cities,

P5

at 8 cents.

finished, -cloth-lined button

Thk

Rellovojs

SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

Charles Al.'stin,
Burton Foster,

PAPER COLLARS.

E. DFMlMdY.
steamer city or Richmond, bavin*
been put in complete order the past winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trip9 between Portland and landings on the Penobscot Uiver and
B:iv,
leaving Portland every Monday, ^Wednesday and Friday
at 10 o’clock, P. M.,or on the arrival of the
Express

Belfast

President.

ever

On and after
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can

To

Jeweller, BELFAST

NOW

PATENTED, May 18, 18(10.
By Mail $1.00.
J C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
Belfast. Maine.
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United States.

Company issues all kinds of Life and Endowment Insurance Policies.
attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
this
which
after
the payment of five or
by
Company, by
more annual premiums, they may bo converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option ol the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United

and Railroad,

Independent

<•:*

OlUrr

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS

Linen

and

Phthisic

Price 75 cts.

account

DR. DIX

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

Always

residence, consequently

on no

office.
DR. D1X

TWENTY YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so well
known to many Citizens. Publishers,
Merchants, Hot.
Proprietors, &c., that lie is much recommended, and par

LUIIIIU

Chicago, 111.

by C. HERVEY, Watchms iker

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lung
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT
ADVANTAGE over the bonds of towns and cities which
subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most
desirable investment in the market.
fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investers will find it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former
rates.
TIMO. THORNDIKE,
tl'40
City Treasurer.
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I quacks, to
selves,
impose upon patients,) that ho

No. 1080, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton .t Co., Marion, X. J.,” manufactured by I'niled state. Watch Co., has
■on carried by me front December, lSGs, to January 17th, 1S7<>; its total variation brine' only tiro sermu's in the entire time.
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Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
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arrived

FROSTED

Single Ladies
DELICATE DISORDERS;

DR. L. Dl.VM
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

company.

constantly

LINEN

AND JOBBERS

NEW

LANE,

NICKEL AND

BY

prices.

from 55c to 28c per

COMPANY

J.

The liner grades alli havin:
Getting-**, and accurately adjusted to Heat, Cold and Position and all, even
having three pairs C'onic ul Pivot*, Cap Jeweled, in
and xiarucueu
Hardened auu
and Tempered
Hair Springs ; and lor
nave tno
the STRAIGHT
raiiet Jewels,
in the cheapest grades, have
link Escapement,
dcwcia, auu
straight LINE
for our late improv
lemperea iiair
Kxposej Fallot
Kscapement, with Exposed
springs
improvement in
STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a STRFNG TIT, SIMPLICITY, and SMOO7'IIXFSShitherto unattained in any other manufacture, at home or abroad
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent 1-1, 1-3 Split and Fly-hack Seconds, lor taking
three different times, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &c.
card. For sale by the trade generally. Beware of worthless imitations, with which the country Is
jfeTPrice List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business
in
—-1—’
4|“ * *Un
AI
A'
1
—..J
vhorn you purchase, and see that the words, Marion.
flooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those of wl—
J., are engraved on the plate over the main spring
barrel. All others are spurious.

GOODS.

perfect slaughter

MARION, N.

MANUFACTURERS %*&&& WATCHES. PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!

Chapt.

MAIDEN

A DECISION of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tax of FIVE PER CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad

and fresh

to 87c per

a

Through by

13

en-

marked down from

or

Steamer

stocks,

hand, every pair warranted
$1.25

WATCH
& CO.

Supt.

GLOVES.

assortment

Incident to Married and
SECRET AND

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ot th<
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the .Joints ; Nervousness ; Constitu
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
vanced, at all ages, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

THE

are

a

the above will have to pay a royalty of $30 for infringement. Good, pure water obtained in one hour by using
Waite’s l*att»nt YValer YYell. $30 a day made
in the business.
Those wishing exclusive rights in
States and counties, apply at once. Tools used cost but
a trifle.
Full printed instructions sent. Circulars free.
Deeds sent by Express, collect on delivery, to any section. Any one can do this business after reading instructions.
All parties dealt honorably with. STE
P11EN WAITE, Patentee, New Bedford, Mass.

OF
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AND FIXTURES

WARNING TO THE PUBLIC.
PARTIES using
tubular well, must produce
from Stephen Wait,
his DAMAGED
ALLlicense receipt
agents. Any persons having tubular well other than
or

RALES-ROOM

BELFAST

our

THE

GILES, WALES & CO.,

yard.

per

CHARMING.—100 pages; cloth. This wonderful
book has full instructions to enable the reader to fascinate either sex, or any animal, at will.
Mesmerism, I
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious experi- !
ments. It can be obtained by sending address, with pos- i
tage, to T. YYr. EVANS A- CO., No. 41 South Eighth
Street, Philadelphia.
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prices

ever.

Their effects und consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
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(GILES, WALES

and satisfac-

encouraging

so

suffered with Catarrh thirty
years, and was cured in six weeks by a simple
remedy, and will send the receipt postage free to all afflicted. Address Rev. T. .1. MEAD, Drawer 170 Syracuse, N. V.

FASCINATION

mar-

CARPETINGS.

imitation

Vise President.

_^Cedap Rapids,

patronage

the first year from the

having it

and Womanhood.—Essays for
Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
Box
ASSOCIATION,
P, Philadelphia, Pa.
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And pi:rebus* v* irn. 1 insist
if they don •«
.-li to liavp

230 Feet Front —Iron ami

member of this

one

selecting such goods
that will meet with ready sales,
and securing the choicest from
Bankrupt Houses. Consequently
we are receiving large invoices
of goods by every steamer, and

kka.heii

sides of them. Great inducements to
settlers. Send for
our tree 1 amphlet.
It gives prices, terms, location:
tells who should come west, what
they should bring,
what It will cost; gives
and elevations ol 18 different styles ol ready-made
houses, which the Company
^ ,0 8ct UP‘
sent

great

Belfast, Maino.

i '> ‘EE BK FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX
toUv if failing to cure in lea* time than any
other physician, more effectually and
permanently, wf»h
It-** restraint from occupation or lens
exposure to al,
weather, with sale
pleasant medicines.
SEEK ABUSE
ND SOLITARY HABITS,

have been prompt-

Goods at reduced

S

SALK, ut $■'! [>or acre and upward*, for cash, or
on credit, by the Iow a Stall
road Land <:«.
Railroads already built
through the Lands, and on all

we

keep

tirely

One Million Acres

CHOICE IOWA LANDS

Dry

and Boston,

de-

Goods in New York

have been added to

FIRST TRIP OF THK
SEASON'.

W. W.

cline of

CURTAINS

1.1

Burlington*

In consequence of the

than

all that is claimed tor it. It
produces little or no pain; leaves the organs free from
irritation, and never over taxes or excites the nervous
system. Iu all diseases ol the skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys,—ot children, and in many diflicuities peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and i
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and prescribe -it; aud no person who once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
Sent by mail on receipt ol price and postage.
1 Box, $0,25.Postage 0 cents
“*
18
5 Boxes, 1.00.“
19
2.25.“
12
|
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the

accomplish
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to increase
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COUSSELLER d* ATTORNEY AT LAW

tory, that

Mild, Certain. Sale, Efficient. It is far the best Cathartic remedy yet discovered, aud at once relieves and invigorates all the vital function?, without causing injury |
to any of them. The most complete success has long at- j
tended its use in many localities; and it is now ollered
to the general public with the conviction that it can

H.

^

been

S
REFT FARM of 21 acres at Burlington, N.
J.,
1
for sale. Large new Cottage, line high
location,
with much bearing fruit; school and station
very near.
1'erms easy. Particulars sent by E. Morris,

Children.

For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and

dentist.

first door south o!

llaylord Block.)
CHURCH STREET,
ttit)
15El.FAST, MAIN!
gj§~ Nitrous Oxide Gas or Ether administered.

Simonton Eros. & Co.

of the time,

never

ing
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firm in the Western markets most
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Vegetable Soap

riu* New Orleans Times of the 10th inst. is

City

G P.

Detroit. Midi,

or

responsible for the following story :

From the Sioux

RUSH!

Attorney at Law,

14 WALL STREET,
New York.
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4*“Prices lteiluceil.^A
fiS-Semlfor Price List and Circulars..®*
WELI U & GRIFFITHS,

rom

tn

GRIFFITHS,

Saws! Axes £ ^isxxxrsl

it needs no balm of myrrh for sweet or bitter.
Hut life and love:
I In- sad conditions make mine offering fitter.
Thy heart to move.

•

&

WELCH

While from its open wound comes softly dripping,
I.ike slow tears shed,
In heavy drops, along Thy footstool slipping.
Its life-blood red.

Counsellor and

PLUMMER & WILDER,
144 Trcmont Street, Boston.

(E8TABUNUEU l*SO.)

passion.

PHILO CHASE,

0 RAND

Buttericki's Patterns.

Nay. rather i> it shapen in this fashion—

f

MACHINES!

HOWE SEWING

The box lb not of stainless alabaster
Which o’er Thy feet I break:
Nor tilled with costly ointment, gracious Master,
l’oured for Thy sake.

KmlUotl Ml reel.

requiring advice

nsure an answer.

This well-known remedy does not dry
up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most ore par
ations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allay h
irritation, thus removing lite cause of the complaint
SETH W. FOWLE A SON, Proprietors. Boston.
Sold
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

Vessel for Sale.
Fishing
THE schooner SENATOR. :i4 tons <). M.
Is

in

good

order and well found in sails,
Will bo Hold very low.

rigging, cable, &c.

».

GARDNER,

Buck sport.

Be..

inuBt contain

one

dollir t.e

Boston. Jau. 1 18T0—lyr

For Sale.
FARM, situate in Nortliport, one mile
Iroin Saturday Cove,on the Beech Hill
road, s.i-

MA

called, containing about one hundred acres ot
good land; cuts about twenty tons of hay.
vood lot and pasture; well fenced
plenty of never fail
ng water, and a
pleasant location. A good one-halt
muse with L, finished
throughout. A barn, shed, car
lage-house, work shop aud blacksmith’s shop, Any
►ue desirous of a
good limn and a good location, cheap
►lease call on the ubscriber on the primises,
tl37
DAN ID DRINK WATER,

